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W~t cunning for Gunmen

OR, ARIETTA AND THE .CREASER RUFFIANS
By AN OLD 3COUT

CHAPTER I-Young Wild West Stops At
The "Ranchers' Rest."
When Young Wild West and his friends ~rrived at the little town of Moro, on the Gila
River, not more than fifty miles from Yuma City,
Arizona, everything seemed to be so quiet that
they could not help feeling that it was a pl~ce
that was more adapted to sleeping than anythmg
else. More than half the population consisted
of Mexicans, and there appeared to be nearly as
many adobe houses as there were board shanties
in the town. Just how they made their living
there might have puzzled a person not accustomed to that portion of the country. But when
it is taken in consideration that Mexican women
generally do more work than .the men, _especia~ly
in farming, and that the soil was quite fertile
near the banks of the river, it would be easy to
guess that there was little danger of anything
like starvation. Ranches were located in all
directions from the hamlet, and it was a sort
of headquarters, where supplies could be pro- cured of the ordinary sort.
The store was really a large, substantial building of one story, and the goods it displayed for
sale were of a variety, indeed. Of course, the
11sual drinking place was to be found there. This
was called the "Ranchers' Rest," and was really
quite a comfortable inn.
It was a little after four in the afternoon of
a sultry day in May, a fe\v years ago, when the
well-known Boy Hero and Champion Deadshot of
the West, as our hero was called, came to a halt
before the door of the inn.
"Well, little girl," he said turning to his sweetheart, golden-haired Arietta Murdock, as she
stopped her cream-white broncho at his side. "I
reckon we ought to find it pretty cool here. Suppose we see if we can be accommodated for the
night? It will save the trouble of pitching our
camp."
"Just as you think best, Wild," she answered,
smilingly. "I am sure we could find a nice camping place close to the bank of the river. But, as
you say, this hotel appears to be cool and inviting. But isn't it strange that no one comes out
to greet us?"

"Oh, they're a sleepy sort down this way, Et,''
and so saying, the boy slipped from the back of
his sorrel stallion Spitfire and started for the
open door of the house. As yet the party had
seen scarcely half a dozen people. None were
on the sandy street where the pitiless rays di the
sun fell in full force, for even thoug-h it was
rather late i? the afternoon, the heat was intense.
Young Wild West paused at the doorway, and
_as he looked upon what was surely the bar-room of
the hostelry, a smile showed upon his face. Turnini;r to his companions, he called out softly:
"The boss of the establishment is sound asleep.
Maybe we had better not arouse him."
· "What's that?" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie,
the s_cout, who with Jim Dart, a Wyominl? boy,
constituted the partners of Young Wild West, and
then he lost no time in dismounting. Jim Dart
also quickly dropped to the g-round, and then the
girls dismounted as well, leaving- the two Chinamen seated upon the backs of their piebald bronchos. The scout quickly reached the doorway,
and as he looked inside he gave vent to a chuckle.
Lying back in an easy chair with his feet upon
a bene.h was a rather corpulent individual, whose
head w.as bald and shining. He was breathing
regu),arly, though there were several flies creeping over the bald spot upon his face.
"Sleeps puttv sound, don't he. Wild?" the scout
observed, his g-rin boadening. "I reckon we had
better wake him up. S'pose I call Hop?"
"Never mind, Charlie. I reckon that might
cause trouble. Everything is so peaceful and
quiet about here that I hardly think it advisable
to create any excitement just now. That will
come later on, if I am not mistaken, for I never
yet struck a place of this size ' where something
didn't happen before we left it. I'll awaken this
fellow all right."
Then the boy stepped over to the slepping man
and, shaking his arm, caned out:
"Hello, stranger!"
"Eh, what's that?" and the man quickly drew
down his feet and arose to ~ sitting posture in
the chair. He rubbed his eyes and stared around
blankly for a few seconds, and then with a smile
quickly arose .and, stretching out his arms, said:
"Excuse me, strangers. It was so blamed hot
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that I jest couldn't keep awake any longer. There door opened and a woman of decidedly masculine
ain't been a soul in my place since the middle of appearance, and about middle a11:e, appeared.
the forenoon. What kin I do for you?"
"Come right in, ladies," she called out, smiling
. "There are six of us who want accommodations pleasantly, "I know you must be pretty warm
here until to-morrow morning, as well as two after riding horses through the sand of this forChinamen who are servants. Can you fix us up, saken country. I wish I'd never come here but
boss?"
since I'm here I suppose I've got to stay tili my
"Kin I fix you up? Well, I sorter guess I kin. husband makes enough monev for us to go to
Any females in the party?"
cooler climate. Come right on in, and make
"Three."
yourselves at home. I'm sure you'll find every"Good! I'll see if my wife's awake an' she kin thing here for your comfort, as far as comforts
'tend to 'em ril!'ht away. You see, most every- 11:0 in Arizona."
body takes a little nap in the afternoon down
"That's the way she alwavs talks," the boss
here. Maybe you're strangers in this part of the spoke up, noddin1r his head sadly. "She ain't
coun try.''.
never been satisfied to live here in Arizona,
"We are not altogether strangers in this part though she was mi.e:hty glad to come here at the
of the country," Young Wild West retorted, in start. But it's all rh1:ht. Women is peculiar
his cool and easy way, "but this happens to be the things, anyhow."
first time we ever struck this town. What do you
The men folks are a blamed sight more pecucall it. anyhow?"
liar," his wife retorted, thoul!'h she did not seem
"Moro," was the reply. "It's an all right town to be the least bit angry at what he said. Then
sometimes, but the J.Treasers do git cuttin' up she laughingly conducted the girls inside the
•
somethin' awful at times. Then there's lots oi house.
·
trouble."
"Now then," the proprietor said, as he looked
"That's sounds putty good, Wild," remarked about, "l'll see if I kin find anv one to look after
Cheyenne Charlie, giving- a nod of satisfaction. your horses. Hello! You have irot a little mule
Maybe there. What on earth are you doin' with that
"Greasers make trouble sometimes.
they'll start in putty soon. If they do we'll fix critter? I don't see that you're usin' him for
anything."
em up mighty Quick."
The proprietor stared at him for a moment,
"Oh, that's merely a pet. It belongs to the
Chinaman standin.e: by it," Wild answered, smil- and then shaking his head. said:
"Better let all greasers alone. stranger. There·s ingly.
"A pet, eh? Well, there's two pack-horses an'
a ganjl' what comes here sometimes what calls
themselves the Gunmen. Thev're all mighty they're carryin' putty .e:ood loads. I reckon they'll
handv with their guns, too, an' don't you forgit feel a little better when they .e:it free of 'em.
it. There's a whole lot laid to 'em, b1o1t there Come on. I s'pose I'd better show you. where
ain't never been much proved as vet. The sheriff you kin put the horses. 'cause it ain't likely I
has got ha lf a dozen deputies watchin' 'em, an' could wake my man jest now. He don't ~nsome of these times there's goin' to be a big e_rally git around much afore six. Then it .e:its a
little cooler, you know, an' everybody sorter gits
fight."
"Greaser gunmen, eh?" Younl!' Wild West said, awake."
"That's al! right, boss. You just show us where
with a shake of the head. "Well, that sounds
pretty good. I hope they will make their ap- we can put the horses and we'll look aftet them
pearance before we leave here to-morrow morn- ourselves. But say! what is your name, please?
I see by the si.e:n up there that this is Ranchers'
ing."
"I don't," the proprietor declared, and he acted Rest. But you haven't got your name there as
very much as if he meant what he said. "I the proprietor."
"No, I ain't took time to put up my name yet.
ain't fond of havin' me ceilin' an' floors shot full
of holes. But wait till I see where my wife is. You see I bought this place from another feller
about a year ago. He didn't have his name up,
Excuse me a minute, please."
an' I kept puttin' it off so mine ain't up, either.
"Certainly."
Then as he turned and left the room by a door But my name is Paul Knuckles. A funny sort
name, some say, but I can't help it."
at one end, Younir Wild West and his partners of "It's
a somewhat peculiar name, I reckon,"
went outside to where the irirls were waiting for
'"Knucthem. Ri.e:ht here we may a s well mention that Cheyenne Chnrlie rema'rked, grinningly.
right, though, as lonit a s they don't
the "irirls," as they were called, consisted of kles is all
Young Wild West's sweetheart, already men- hit you in the eye."
The boss laughed good-naturedly at the scout's
tioned, Anna, who was the wife of Cheyenne
Charlie, and Eloise Gardner, the sweetheart of joke, and then walked rather briskly around the
Jim Dart. The two Chinamen employed by our corner of the buildinit. Young Wild West and his
hero and his companions were Hop Wah and partners promptly led the horses after him, as
Wing Wah, and were brothers. They had dis- did the two Chinamen. Jennie, the trick mule,
mounted by this time, and Hop, who was known trotted along without beinit led, and soon they
as Young Wild West's Clever Chinee, stood at came to a small corral that was partly shaded
the side of an inr.ocent little mule. This animal by trees close to the bank of the muddy lookin~
was well trained, and since, Hoo had acquired it river.
"Turn' em right in here," Paul Knuckles called
the tricks and intelligence had improved. Jennie
was the name the mule bore, and Hop was out, as he opened the rickety gate. "Some of
certainly p;roud of her. Our friends could hear my stock is here, but I reckon that won't make
the proprietor of the inn talking to someone in no difference. There ain't much irreen grass, but
the ho,ise, and a couple of minutes later another I'll see to it putty soon that thev all Jlit fed well.
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I kin tell by the looks of you people that you
have got money to pay for what "you git. '.!'hat
don't mean that I'm goin' to overcharge you,
'cause I've only got one -price. This here place
of mine accommodates a lot of ranchers an' men
what works for 'em. Once in a great while a tenderfoot happens along, or sometimes a ·travelin'
salesman. As it is, I've managed to make out
putty well durin' the year I've been here, an' I
kin honestly say that I've got a thousand dollars
, more than I had when I started in, an' my plactl
is all paid for, too."
That shows that you're a pretty good manager,
Mr. Knuckles," Wild retorted. "But where are we
going to stow our camping outfit?"
"That's so. It won't do to let anything that's
·· worth anything lay around loose. There's too
many bad greasers here. Some of 'em would steal
lightnin'. Then ag'in," he added, with a shake of
his head, "there's Americans here what would do
the same thing. I've found out that there ain't
much difference in the men I meet, whether they're
Americans, greasers or any other kind of nationality. There's 11:ood an' bad among all of 'em."
"That's a p.retty sure thing, Mr. Knuckles."
When all the horses but the two carrying the
camping outfit and supplies had been turned into
the corral, Knuckles nodded to them to follow him,
and went to a rather substantial looking building
that was undoubtedly used for a barn as well as' a
sleeping quarters for his help.
"I guess this will be a putty good place to put
your things," he observed, as he took a ket from
his pocket and unlocked the door. "Here's where
l keep the feed for my stock. I ain't lettin' it be
open, you know, 'cause there's others around here
what owns horses, an' horses likes feed1 especially
when the grass has turned brown, which it will do
inside of a month or two from now."
Our hero and his partners looked inside the
place and were satisfied that it would do very
well for the purpose, so it was not long before
the tired pack-horses were relieved of their loads.
Then they were turned into the corral, and that
part of it was s~ttled. Hop Wah patted Jennie
on the neck and whispered something in her long
ear before he permitted her to go in among the
_, horses, and when the proprietor saw the mule
give a nod as if she thorouj!'hly understood, he
looked surprised.
·
"Sorter looks as if the blamed little mule understood what the heathen said," he remarked,
turning to Cheyenne Charlie. ·
·
"She does understand every word he says," was
the reply.
"Oh, I don't believe that. I've seen horses
an' mules what was trained a whole lot in my
time, so don't think I'm green."
Then he mopped his perspiring brow and bald
head with a red cotton handkerchief, and hurried for the house. All hands were glad enough to
follow him, for even thoug-h they were used to
the fierce rays of the sun of that region, they felt
like getting in a cooler spot just then.
,..
Just as they were about to enter the bar-room
they saw a cioud of dust showing upon the tr~il
they had just ridden over.
"Somebody else is comin' into the blamed old
town, I reckon," Cheyenne Charlie remarked, as
he turned and shaded his eyes with his hand.
"Sure enough!" exclaimed Knuckles, his face
lighting up_. "More customers, maybe. Most likely
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it':i a ranchman or two ridin' in to git some supplies. They generally stop over night with me.
Well, business has been putty poor for the last
week or two, but I'm mighty glad of it."
They all waited outside until thet were able
to see three horsemen v.h,o were heading straight
for the inn.
·
"Greasers!" said the proprietor, shaking his
head in disgust. "One of 'em is a mighty bad
one, too. He's s'pose to be the leader of the Gunmen."
"Is that so?" 'Young- Wild West asked, eagerly.
"What do they call him, do you know?"
"Yes, hi.i name is Miguel D'Esta, but they've
shortened it into Duster Mike. He's s'posed to be
a hidalgo, or some other bigbug among the Mexicans, an' has got plenty of money. But as I
said afore, there's a suspicion agin him that he's
•the leader of the g-reaser Gunmen. Tha't's him
ridin' ahead. Quite sporty lookin' for a greaser,
ain't he?"
Our friends nodded in the affirmative, and then
waited for the- three horsemen to ride up and
dismount.
"Hello, Knuckles!" Duster Mike, as he was
called said, in• the best of English. "A pretty
hot day again.''
"I should say it was, senor," was the reply.
"You look as if you wanted some lemon juice an'
whisky. How about it?"
"That's jest what I want. Hurry up and fix
it. Don't forget a little sugar and some water,
too."
As :he said this the Mexican was eyeing our
friends rather sharply. His companions, who
were of the usual type to be found in that -part
of Arizona, appeared to be . rather indifferent,
and when they dismounted they simply led their
horses to the shade of a tree a short distance
away, and after hitching them to . a rail that
was there for the purpose, they came back and
followed Duster Mike into the bar-room. Curious
to learn more about the Gunmen and the man
who was supposed to be their leader, Young Wild
West and his partners went in also. It must have
been that Kltuckles felt himself under obligation to wait upon the Mexicans first, for he
ignored our friends completely, and not until he
supplied the trio with the drinks they wanted
did he turn to them and make inquiries as to what
they desired.
"Wait a minute, Knuckles," Duster Mike spoke
up, rather sharply. "Repeat the dose: We are
not through yet. You can wait on these people
afterward."
This was said in a sneering way, and he actually looked defiantly at our hero and the two
plrtner
Cheyenne Charlie might have said
something if Wild had not touched him on the
arm warningly. The boy was not ready to get
into an argument with the strangers as yet, so
he led the way to a tabltl and took a seat in a
chair. At that moment 'the two Chinamen ent1ired the room. Both were anxious to get something in the way of a drink, and no doubt felt
that they had a perfect right to come in.
"Caramba!" exclaimed Duster Mike, using his
Spanish to give vent to the feeling of anger that
came upon him. "What is this?"
"Me wantee lillee dlop of tanglefoot," Hop
called out. innocently, and then he bowed low to
the Mexican and added: "Velly nicee day. You
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velly nicee gleaser man. Me likee you velly
muchee."
The ball had opened now, and Youne: Wild
West and his partners instantly prepared themselves to take part in it.

•

CHAPTER 11.-Subduing the Greasers.

All three· of the Mexicans were glarinl?' at the
two Chinamen as if they meant to chew them up
toothe and nail. Duster Mike paid pai:ticular attention to Hop, who kept on smiling in his childlike way as he stood before him.
"Knuckles," he said, suddenly turning to the
proprietor of the inn, "let my men have a couple
of shovels right away. I want a hole dug back
of the house to buy these two fellows."
Then he producecl a keen-ede:ed knife, and after
testing its sharpness with his thumb-nail, he took
•
a step forward.
"Hold on, e:reaser."
It was Younl?' Wild West who spoke, and the
tone of his voice told plainly that he was in
deadly earnest. "You just put that knife away
and behave yourself. i reckon these two Chinaman have as much right in here as :vou have.
You are not running this place, so go a little
easy."
"Caramba!"
As the Mexican gave vent to the exclamation
ht> turned sharply to the boy, who was stepping
toward him, the vestige of a smile on his handsome face.
"Never mind swearinl?' in Spanish," Wild said,
in his cool and easy way. "I reckon '7ou're going a little too far, though, when you give orders
to make preparations for the burial of the two
heathens. They are guests of the house, and if
the proprietor is goinl?' to allow vou to act in this
wav some one else will have to take a hand,
that:s all.'
"Easy, Senor Mike," spoke up Paul Knuckles,
his face rather pale. "These gentle~l} are Young
Wild West an' his two pards, an' the hea-thens are
with 'em. You had better go a little easy. Thain't no use in startin' trouble here. I know you
are a mighty quick man with a l?'Un, bnt please
don't do any shootin' in here."
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed the Mexican, sneerinl?'ly.
"You want me to l?'0 a little mild, eh? Well, I
never yet saw the person who could make me do
that. I am a gentleman with true Castilian blood
in my veins, and, as you Americans sal', I never
take water. I don't want these dirtv natives oJ
a heathen kingdom in the same room 'th me.
That is quite sufficient, I think."
Wing made a move as if he intended to leave
the room, but Cheyenne Charlie stepped between
him and the door.
1
'Stay rhtht where you are, Wing," he said,
"I reckon there ain't enough greasers in all the
country to make you go out of here afore you
git _good an' ready. Don't be afraid. We'll take
eare of these measly coyotes. an' don't you for~it it. They're lookin' for trouble, an' if they
,lon't git it inside of five minutes my name ain't
Cheyenne Cha'rlie an' I wasn't born in old Cheyenne."
"Oh!" cried Duster Mike, as he turned quickly

to the speaker. "So you're ready to fight. are
·
you?"
"You kin bet your life I am. Look out for yourself or I'll knock · your head right from your
shoulders afo~e you kin say Jack Robinson."
Then C_harhe. stepped toward him quickly, his
eyes blazmg- with anger and his fists clenched.
He nev~r once made a move to pull a gun. but
acted as if he meant to depend strictly upon the
weapons nature had provided him with.
"Hold ?~ a minute, Charlie," Wild said, raising
a restramml?' hand. "I reckon I'm the one to
se~tle the difficulty. This man, who is Duster
Mike, the leader of the Gunmen, as r understand,
w~ts to have the two Chinamen killed and
buried, and I don't propose that such a thing will
happen. He and I will settle it."
"Pooh!" cried the Mexican, and then he spat
•
at the boy.
Wild got out of the way quickly, but his anger
was aroused now, and as quick as a flash he
leaped forward and dealt the man a stinging
~low between the eyes. The senor went staggermg _back, and_ probably would have fallen if one
o! his companions had not reached out and caught
him.
, "Now then, ;vou sn~kinl?' coyote!" the young
oeadshot exclaimed, his eyes flashing fire, "just
you la}'. your hand on your gun and it will be· the
last thml?' you will ever do on earth."
But _the warning was not heeded. Aroused
to a mtch of fury, Duster Mike made a grab
for a big re_volver that hunl?' at his right hip.
He_ got his hands upon it and was about to
pull it fr~m. the holster, when Wild's hand went
up and m it was a long-barreled revolver.
. Crack! There was a sharp report and the senor
instantly released his grip upon the gun at the
same time giving vent to a startled er~
'.'l didn't do e;Xactly as I threatened," the boy
said, coolly, while a smile came back uJ)On his
face. "I could easily have put that bullet through
your heart, e:reaser, but I thought better of it
and I simply grazed your wrist. That was ouit;
enough to make you let go of the l?'Un, thouJ?"h.
Now then, don't try it again, please."
_Jf D~ster Mike was astounded, the two men
with 'him were more than that. Thev stood as
.if t~ey had sudden~y ?een turne~ to_ stone, though
their eyes kept wmkml?' and bhnkmg like those
of an owl who had suddenly been b~·ought into
the sunlight. Cheyenne Charlie now pulled a revolver and began striding about the room.
"If either one of you greaser dogs attempts
to interfere in this here game, you'll go down
as if you was diseased hogs," he said, as he made
a motion with his trun. "I jest like to shoot all
greasers. It's one of the greatest pleasures in
my life, an' I'm jest in the humor now. If I
could only shoot about six or even afore suppertime I'd have sich an appetite that I'd eat up
aboui all Boss Knuckles could put upon the table.
Now then, you know me, so act differently."
"Um gleasers velly muchee 'flaid, '.Misler
Charlie," Hop Wah spoke up, smiling- blandly.
"Me wantee lillee dlink of tanglefoot."
As he said the last he turned to the proprietor
and stepped up to the bar. But Knuckles "·a;;
too much worked up to wait upon him just then,
and if the Chinaman had not repeated his order,
the probabilities are he might have waited much
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longer.. But Hop insisted upon ,?ettinl? what he
called for, and while the three Mexicans were
standin,g- in the room, their eyes fixed upon Wild
and his partners, he slowly put a bottle and a
glass upon the bar.
"I don't see that you're J?Oinl! to do anything,
so you might as well sit down, greasers," the
youn,g- deadshot said, noddinl!" to the trio. "I believe you're not half as bad as you try to make
out. Duster Mike," he went bn, "you have blue
blood in your veins, and that's all, and you may
be the leader of a iranJ? of greasers. But don't
think for an inst~t that you can frighten us.
None of us happen to be built that way."
The senor let his eyes drop and soon turned
them · upon the back of his wrist, where a thin
red streak could be seen.
"Oh, you're not badly hurt," Wild spoke up,
laughingly. "I <lidn't intend to hurt you. I just
wanted to make you let go your hold on that
gun. I reckon it worked all right. I could have
broken the wrist just as well, but if I'd done
that probably you might have been laid up a
Ion,? time, and then you couldn't have carried on
your game in this part of the country. I wanted
to give you a· chance to l?0 ahead until you ge~
corraled. I suppose you are thankful because I
spared your life just then. If you are not; it
shows plainly that you haven't a very J?OOd understandinJ? of what life is."
The face of . the senor was very red now.
He muttered somethinJ? in Spanish, and, nodding to his comanions, moved over to a table
and sat down. The latter .iuickly joined him, and
then Wild put away his l?ti'n and coolly walked up
to the bar.
,
"Got anything in the way of pop or any other
soft drink, Mr. Knuckles?" the boy asked.
"Yes, I have, Youn,? Wild West," was the reply.
"W-hat will it be, J?inger?"
"That will do, I reckon. You see, I never take
anythinl? stron,?, nor does Jim Dart. Cheyenne
Charlie swallows a little whisky, just for the
sake of his stomach. He uses it as a meilicine,
you know."
"What I want jest now is a good drink of
water," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up. "Then rn
take a drop of tan.1defoot, the same as Hop is
doin' now."
•
"Very goodee tanglefoot, Misler Charlie," the
clever Chinee retorted, laughingly.
"All right. I'll . tell you more about it after
I've tasted it. Give 1ne a drink of water, boss."
Knuckles kept looking at the three Mexicans
in a way that told how much he feared them as
he waited upon his customers. But if he was
watching them so were Wild, Charlie and Jim,
though they did not appear to be doinJ? so.
"What do you want to drink, Wini??''. the younJ?
deadshot asked, noddinJ? to the cook.
"Me takee some water and um lillee dlop of
whisky, Misler Wild," was the reply.
"All right, I don't believe a little liQuor will
hurt you one bit. Anyhow, you are used to taking some now and t~en. It's your b~siness if yo_u
want it, and not mme. All I require of you 1s
that you keep sober and attend to your duties."
"Me no glttee dlunk, Misler Wild. Me no likee
my blother."
• "Shuttee upee!" exclaimed Hop. "Me smackee
you facee pletty soonee. Me velly bad Chinee
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when me gittee aHee samee mad. Me lickee two,
thlee gleasers in two minutes. Me shootee allee
samee likee Younl? Wild West. Me showee you.
my fool blother."
Then before any one realized what he was doing, he drew from under the loose-fitting coathe wore the big, old-fashioned six-shooter that he
invariably carried with him. No sooner had he
done this than he fired point blank at the fl-oor
within a few feet of where the three Mexicans
were sitting- at the table. It was a loud report
the old-fashioned weapon made, .and a stream of
colored fire shot from the muzzle. Cries of alarm
came from the lips of Duster Mike, and all leaped
from the table and made a break for the door.
But Cheyenne Charlie evidently did not want
them to leave so quickly, for he placed himself
in the way. The room was partly filled with
smoke, for Hop had a way of using- a sort of
chemical when he loaded the revolver that would
make a dense smoke when discharged.
"Sit down, greasers!" the scout commanded,
sharply. "You was tryin' to boss things here a
little while ago, an' now since you found out
you can't do it you have J?ot to let some one
boss you. Jest you go an' set down right at
that table. If you don't I'll let the heathen shoot
you full of holes."
"Easy, Charlie," Wild called out, rather sharply. "If they want to go out let them go. While
I don't want to drive customers away from the
inn, I'm sure since we were here first that we
have fhe preference. Of course, the boss wouldn't
say that just now, for he is a bit afraid of these
fellows. One of them is the leader of the gang
that is called the Gunmen, and that is no doubt
the reason."
"I. didn't say the senor was the leader of the
Gunmen," spoke up Knuckles, in a quavering
voice.
"No· one said you di<l, Mr. Knuckles," the boy
answered, laughing, for he did not mean to get
him in trouble by repeatin,? what he really had
said. "I heard that from another source. I am
mighty glad we came along this way, for rounding up greaser gunmen is somethinJ? in our
line."
HavinJ? recovered from the sudden fright the
firing of the shot had caused, Duster Mike became
very angry.
"Knuckles," he cried, fiercely, "what does this
all mean ? Haven't I always been a gentleman
when I came into yeur place?"
"Always, senor," was the quick l'eply. "But
as I told yer these people are Youn,? Wild West
an' his pards, an' they've got a way of doin'
things about as they like. I ain't sayin' that they
ain't honest an' g-ood people, but they're very
· dangerous. All of 'em kin shoot about as quick
as you kin. Take my advice an' be a little easy.
I don't want my floor an' ceiling filled with bullet
holes."
"Don't think that we'll shoot any holes through
your ceiling or the floor, Mr. Knuckles," Wild
answered, quickly. "When I do any shootinJ? the
bullets will g-o in another direction. Most likely
they'll go through a greaser or two before they
hit the wall or pass through the window or
door. Jim, who happened to be looking toward a
window just then saw the girls standing a short
distance from the house looking in, no doubt to
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find out what was going on. Probably the shot
Hop fired had attracted them there, though they
could easily have heard the loud talking if they
had been listening.
"Everything is all right, girls," he called out 1
as he walked up to the window. "It's only a little
fun we are having in here."
The senor turned and followed Jim's gaze, and
when he saw the three girls, a sudden change
came over his face.
"Ladies!" he exclaimed, turning to the proprietor quickly . •
"Yes, them gals is with Young Wild West a '
his pards," was the reply.
"Oh! I am very sorry there was any disturbance, then. I didn't know there were ladies
in the house. Not meaning- that your wife isn't
a daisy, Knuckles," he added, smilingly. "She is
one of the most beautiful American ladies I ever
looked upon. She has such a fine disposition, too.
You surely ought to be proud of her."
Knucli:les winced at this, for he knew the rascally Mexican was making fun of him.
"She is so tall and stately, Knuckles," went on
the senor, laughingly, "and has such a beautiful
:figure. Why, I don't consider that the t_h ree ladies
who were just looking- through the window can
be compared with her."
"Hold on, senor," Knuckles said, pleadingly.
"That's enough of that. My old woman is about
the homeliest piece of stuff that ever wore calico.
But she's good for all that. Don't make no fun
of her, please. Jest 'cause she's a little cranky
at times don't say that she ain't all right. She's
a little mad 'cause I brought her down here in
this blamed hot climate. But she's a si:ood worker,
an' I keep tellin' her that as soon as we arit a
few thousand dollars together we'll hit the trail '
for a cooler climate."
•
This was rather amusing: to Young Wild West and his two partners. The sudden change in ·t}:e
Mexican's manner did not throw them off their
guard, however. All three were now certain that
he was really a dangerous man, and that undoubtedly he ·w as the leader of the gang of Gunmen that infested those parts. Having had what
he wanted to drink, Wing, the cook, slipped from
the room. But H~p was n?t going 1'et.
h
He had something up his sl~eve for the t ree
M1:xicans, a:nd . he meant to give them the surprise of thell" hves before very long.

CHAPTER III.-Wild Forces the Gunmen to
Leave.
He sat down to think of what he might do to
have some fun with the three Mexicans. Before
he had made up his mind a hoarse bray sounded
at the window. All eyes turned in the direction
instantly, and there stood Jennie, the trick mule,
lookiffg in and winkinir her big ears.
"Hello!" Hop exclaimed, delightfully, as he
leaped to his feet. "Jennie allee samee wantee
comee in."
"Fetch her in, if you want to," Knuckles said,
a grin on. his face. "Let's see what the blamed
trick mule kin do."
Hop nodded and then hastened outside.
He was not long- in returning with the long-

eared animal, which seemed to be perfectly willing to the arrangement.
"Me velly smartee Chinee," Hop spoke up, as
he nodded to the Mexicans. "You watchee. Me
showee you velly njcee tlick. Jennie velly smartee
mule."
•
There was no reTJly to this, though they all
acted as if they were opposed to anything of
the sort. But Young Wild West had succeeded in
making- them understand that they must behave
themselves, and apparentlv thev meant to do it.
Hop led the mule straight to the bar, and then
looking- at Knuckles, he blandly said:
"Me wantee lillee dlink of tanglefoot, Misler
Melican Man."
"All right," was the reply. "What does the
mule want?"
"Me findee outee velly muchee quickee."
Then Hop leaned over- close to one of the animal's ears and said:
"You wantee some tanglefoot, Jennie?"
Much to the amusement of the proprietor and
our friends the animal shook its head in the
negative.
"You wantee some water, Jennie?" Hop asked.
diJhen the mule gave a nod to signify that she
"Lat allee light, Misler Melican Man " Hop
said, nodding to Knuckles. "Jennie wantee dlink
of water, and me wantee dlink of tanglefoot.
Evelythlin£ all-ee light."
"I reckon I ain't got enough water here for
the mule. Maybe somebody will si:o an' git a pail
of it. There's plenty outside."
"Senor," said Wild, nodding: to Duster Mike
"will you have one of your friends get a pad
of water for the mule?"
"What's that?" came the surprised reply. "Are
you speakin£ to me?"
."I certainly was. You have a couple of ~en
with you who look as though thev might be willing to e~ a quarter. Let one of them 11:o and
get a pail of water for the mule and I will give
him a quarter."
"If one of them cares to do it I'm sure I
have no objections."
"Oh, I reckon either one of them would be glad
to get the pail of water. How about it?" and
the boy looked at them -sharply.
"Me get da pail of. water," one of them said,
gruffly, as he arose to his feet ..
"I thought you would. Now be nice as you can
about it, and hurry a little. No doubt the mule
is thirsty."
•
Knuckles w~s rather surprised, but he handed
over an empty pall, and the greaser quickly left
the house. He soon came back with the pail and
handed it to Hop, who promptly placed the· pail
on a chair and invited Jennie to take a drink.
He had his tanglefoot in the glass, and as he
lifted it up preparatory to drinking it, he nodded
to the mule and said:
"Velly goodee luckee, Jennie."
The mule nodded, and then started to drink the
water from the pail, while Hop swallowed the
liquor he had in the gl~ss. Young Wild West
could not help laughing, for there was something
that was really comical about it. But neither
of the .11:reasers seemed to regard it as being a
bit funny. Wild tendered the fellow who had got
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"Oh, I didn't mean that you were."
the pail of water a quarter, but he refused it,
"You didn't, eh? See here, Duster Mike, or
declarine: that he did not want it.
"All right," and the youne: deadshot put it back whatever your name is, just tell me whether you
in his pocket. Maybe you are pretty well fixed, are the leader of the Gunmen or not."
"I am no leader of any set. J am simply a
even though your appearance doesn't indicate it.
"These two men are in my employ, Youne: Wild gentleman of Mexico, with blue blood flowingWest," the senor spoke up, tartly. "I see to it through my veins. I am not in the habit of being insulted, either, but since I am in the oresthat they are well paid."
"What· do they work at?" came the question. ence of the Champion Deadshot of the West,
"I don't know that it is necessary for me to and he is ready to put a bullet through my heart,
I suppose I must be humiliated. There is no other
state that."
"Oh, you don't, eh? Well, I know pretty well way for me to do."
"Oh, yes, there is. There are only three of us
what their employment is. They go about and
make hold-u1>s, I suppose. You are their boss, here, and there are three of you. If you don't like
the way things are going, why don't you show
and maybe you do a lot of it yourself."
· "Youne: Wild West!" Duster Mike exclaimed, your· weapon?"
angrily, as he arose to his feet and shook his
Wild .was certainly piline: it on pretty · hard
finger at the boy, "I can't understand your mean- now, but the fact that the rascally Mexican had
ing. I believe you said a little while ae:o some- started the thine: e:oine: when the two Chinamen
thing to the effect that I was the leader ·of a came in made him despise them, and he could
band of dishonest men. What do you mean by not help picking on them.
Paul Knuckles was now rather uneasy again,
it?"
"Just what I say. I heard it said, and that's for he must have thought that there was going
to be some· more shootine: in his place. He e:ave
all I've e:ot to go by."
a sigh of relief when Duster Mike sat down and
"Who told you anythine: like that?"
"I don't know as that's any of your business turned his gaze upon Hoo and the trick mule.
Not being able to induce any one to try and
senor. Just take it easy. You tried to make
trouble here at the very start, and since you ride Jennie, Hoo scratched his head in a very
have cooled down you might as well remain that thoughtful way for a moment, and then turning
way. It won't do you a bit of e:ood to lose quickly to one of the three greasers, said:
your temper, for if you do, and try to pull a
"Me bettee you fivee dollee lat Jennie allee
gun, you will get a bullet wher" you don't want samee kickee um cie:alette outee you mouth."
~n
.
"If tbe mule tries anythine: like that on me I'll
"Sittee down, please," Hoo sooke up. "Jennie shoot her," was the rather cool rely.
allee !eddy now. Me bettee five dollee lat no"Allee light, she no tly, len. Me no wantee
body stay on her back and lide acloss um loom. Jennie gittee shootee. She velly nicee mule."
Me showee you."
Being a very clever sleight-of-hand performer,
Then he got upon the mule's back and l"Ode her Hop was able to do thine:s that were mysterious
at a walk across the room and back. To all as well as funny.
appearances Jennie was very docile, and when
He decided to e:-0 ahead and e:ive a short exHop patted her on the neck she gave a bray, hibition, so takml?' a soft hat that was pointed at
which he quickly informed those present meant the top from one of his pockets, he held it up
that she would be delighted to have any one ride for inspection, and then whispered something in
her. But the e:reasers were not inclined to try the ear of the mule.
anythine: of the sort, and when Hoo urged them
"Nowlen, you watchee," he said, as he removed
they nodded their heads in the neg-ative.
his own hat. "Jennie showee velly nicee tlick,
"Maybe you wantee tly, Misler Melican Man," so be."
tile clever Chinee remarked, as he turned to the
Leading the mule to the center of the room,
proprietor.
he placed the hat upon her back pretty close
"I reckon I'm a little too heavy for that beast," to the tail. Then he went around and stood about
was the retort. "You ain't e:oin' to have no fun six feet in front of her.
with me, heathen."
"Evelybody watchee," he said. "Lis velly nicee
tlick, so be."
·
"Maybe your wifee wantee lide Jennie."
"Hold on, now, don't e:o rubbin' it in," said
But it was not necessary for him to tell them
Knuckles, acting as though offended.
to watch him, for all hands were looking to see
"That's enough of that, Hop. Confine yourself what would happen.
to those present," the young deadshot called out.
"Nicee mule, Jennie," Hop said, nodding to
"Allee light, Misler Wild. Maybe you wantee the animal. "When me countee thlee you kickee.
Ude Jennie."
You undlestandee?"
"No, I don't. Not saying that I couldn't if I
Jennie gave a nod to .show that she did . .
tried, though."
"Allee light. One!"
"If you can ride the mule across the room, · I'm
The mule stood perfectly still and looked at
sure I can," Duster Mike spoke up.
·
hih1 as if waitin~ for the signal to kick.
"You think you could, eh? Well, I won't say
"Two."
that you couldn't. But I don't care to be thrown
There was a slight switch of the tail, but that
head over heels just now. That's what the mule wa,s all.
"Three!"
/
would do to me if I were to trv it, and the same
thing would happen to you if you tried it."
Up went the hind Quarters of J eiinie, her heels
"Oh!" and the Mexican sat down, a smile on flying high in the air. Of course, the hat raised
his face. "Afraid of getting hurt, eh?"
instantly, and, cutting a rainbow, it landed right
"Yes, by the mule, but not by you, senor."
upon th.e Chinaman's head.
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"How lat?" Ho'P asked. nodding to Wild and
his partners.
"Very good," the young deadshot retorted,
while Charlie and Jim nodded their al)l)roval.
"When did ~vou learn how to do that, Hop?"
"Last nightee, Misle'r Wild. Jennie velly muchee
smartee."
Our f:r:iends heard the clatter of hoofs just
then, and, looking out of the window, they soon
discerned half a dozen rough-looking fellows riding toward the inn. A Mexican woman who was
just coming out of the store turned and ran
back in dismay when she saw them, and this
caused the young deadshot to feel right away
that they must be dangerous characters.
A peculiar smile lit up the face of Duster
Mike, and he nodded significantly to his two companions. Cheyenne Charlie was watching him at
the moment, and he quickly exclaimed:
"I reckon we've J!Ot to look out, Wild! Here
come some more of the Gunmen. It's a putty
sure thing that this greaser galoot will start
somethin' goin' as soon as they get in here."
There was no reply to this, and all watched for
the riders to come up and dismount. This they
did with a clatter, and then, shouting loudly, they
piled into the bar-room. Hop stood in about the
center of the room, with his mule, and he did
not offer to make way for them, though his hand
was upon something under his coat. The instant
the newcomers beheld the Chinaman and the mule
they came to a quick stop.
"Shoot the mule and throw the Chinaman out!"
cried Duster Mike, in Spanish, as he quickly
pulled a gun and then turned toward our three
:friends. Wild and his partners knew enough
of Spanish to understand what he said, and in a
twinkling of an eye they had their revolvers in
their hands. Bang! A loud repo:i;.t ran'£ out and
a streak of red fire shot almost into the faces
of the strangers. It was Hop who had fired the
shot :from his big revolver, and then quickly
seized the mule by the bridle and hustled her behind the bar.
"Hold on, hold on," shouted Knuckles, excitedly. "Don't go t o ·fillin' my place full of holes.
Please don't."
,.
"Young Wild West," Duster Mike said, as he
stood near a table, a revolver in hi hand, "here
are the Gunmen you were talking about. Now
then, just show me what you can do."
" All right, senor," was the reply, and then
as quick as a flash the boy's right hand leaped
upward and a sharp report rang out.
The revolver the Mexican was holdinp: dropped
to the floor, while he uttered a howl of pain.
"I touched one of your fin,eers that time," the
younl?.' deadshot continued, in his cool and easy
way, "but look out the next time I take a shot
your way."
Charlie and J im had their r evolvers turned
upon the newcomers, and for the space of a few
seconds there was quite a tableau. The young
deadshot knew he had them dead to rights, for
the half dozen who had entered in such a boisterous fashion had not been prepared for what
was to come. They looked about them in astonishment, and finally all fixed their gaze upon
Duster Mike, who was sucking the finger that

had been touched by the bullet from our hero's
revolver.
"Mr. Knuckles," Wild said, without taking his
~yes from the leader ...of the gang, "it is quite
likely these fellows came in to get something to
drink. Just attend to their wants and see that you
get your money for it. Then I am going to give
them two minutes to get out of here. I can't
help it if I am driving your customers away, but
I reckon there are not enough gunmen in all Arizona to frighten us."
The proprietor nodded his head. He was much
terrified, and evidently he thought it best to do
as Youn£ Wild West said.
While he was putting the glasses upon the bar
his wife entered from the back way.
"What is the matter, Paul?" she asked, showin£ both fear and surprise. "Have the Gunmen
come here to raise ructions again?"
"Keep still," was the retort. "You go in the
other part of the house. I'll attend to this part
of it."
That was enough. She went out in a hurry.
"Senor," Wild spoke up, an amused smile on
his face, "just tell your ganir to get whatever
they want to drink and be quick about it. There
are only three of us and there are nine of you.
But I reckon there isn't a man amonir you who
dares to turn a J!:Un this way. If there is, let
him try it."
Duster Mike had recovered somewhat, and if
he was anything like afraid, he did not !!how it.
He remained cool, but did not say a word.
"What do you want, boys?" the proprietor said,
m a trembling tone of voice.
"Give them some whisky. I'll pay the bill," the
senor called out.
Then he said somethin£ in Spanish to the men,
and after shrugging their shoulders and scowling
fiercely at our friends, they marched to the bar.
They got what they wanted to drink, and then
at a word from their leader, marched outside and
mounted their horses. When they had ridden
awa:;r the young deadshot nodded to the leader
of tne Gunmen, and said:
"I reckon you had better go, too. I inclu~d
all of you when I told the boss that the gang had
to leave here. Light out, Duster Mike, and see
to it that your two friends go with you. If you
don't you'll never get another chance."
"Carambal" cried the villain, his face turning
red with rag-e. "You'll suffer for this, Young
Wild West. You're marked to die; remember
what I asy."
"I've been marked to die .so many times that
I take it as a joke now, you sneaking coyote.
Go ahead and say what you like. But if you don't
hurry and get out of here, I'll drop you."
Without taking 1j,he trouble to stop and pick
up the revolver that\ had been shot from his hand
a short time before, Duster Mike walked out of
the rpom. His two companions were evidently
quite £lad to have the opportunity to follow him,
and they lost no time in gettinir outside and
mouning their horses.
· Then as the three started to ride away, Wild
called out from the window:
"We'll meet again before many hours. Look
out for me when we do."
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CHAPTER IV.-Hop Has a Good Time At the
·
Supper-Table.
"Well, Mr. .Knuckles, I suppose you're feeling
sore against me," the young deadshot said, as
he nodded smilingly to the proprietor of the inn.
"I have driven away some of your best customers, I suppose."
.
"I'm mighty glad you drove 'em away, an' I
i ope they'll never come back here ag'in," was the
quick reply. "Of course, they always spend Quite
a bit of money when they do come here, but generally they do a lot of shootin', an' that's somethin' I don't like. Most likely they'll head straight
for Gila City, which. ain't more than twenty-fiv1>
miles from here. There's where they generally
do •their work, so I've heard. I :hever was Quite
sure that - this gang- was the Gunmen, but for
a long- time I s'posed they was. Now I know it
for a fact, 'cause Duster Mike said as much when
he told 'em to shoot the mule an' chuck the
Chinaman out. He said it in Spanish, but I understand that lingo putty well."
"Oh, we do, too, boss. But they didn't get the
chance to shoot the mule and throw the Chinaman out, did they?"
"Not much they didn't. You're sartinly a wonder, Young Wild West. Why, you took the starch
out of the whole gang, an' it didn't take more
han a minute to do "it."
"That was easy enough. Thtly're like ninetynine out of a hundred. They don't feel like getting shot."
"But you took an awful risk at being killed
when there was so many of them here."
"Not much of a risk, Mr. Knuckles," and the
boy laughed lightly.
·
i•Well, you might think that .way, but I don't.
They'll be after you now for fair. ;Maybe they
won't g-o to Gila; they might come back here
after it gits dark. But if they do/' he added,
with a nod of the head, they'll make a mistake,
'cause I'm expectin' the sheriff here to-night.
He's lookin' for 'em."
"You're expecting- the sheriff here, eh?"
"Yes; he sent word over yesterday th~ he
would be here to-night."
"I hope he comes, for I'd like to have a talk
with him."
.
"He generally keeps his word. If he does come
an' the Gunmen happen to come back ag-ain lookin' for a chance to git him, most likely there'll
be a round-up, 'cause the sheriff always has a few
men with him what ain't afraid of anythin' liv:in', an' he kin shoot as Quick as lightnin'."
"All right, Mr. Knuckles. I'm glad you're not
offended because I drove the gang away. I reckon
we'll go and see how the girls are making ~out
now. As soon as your wife gets the supper
ready I'll guarantee you that we'll show that we
all have good appetites."
"You'll J?it all you want to eat, never fear.
I always treat my guests right."
Wild- nodded to Charlie and Jim, and then led
..l the way to the part of the hou~ where the
girls were waiting. Hop came on out ~rom behind the bar with his mule, and feelmg that
he had done enough for . the present, he led the
animal to the corral.
"Wild," said Arietta, as the young deadshot
came in smiling, "it isn't such a sleepy place as
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you thought it was. You had to go and l!'et in
trouble rig-ht away, didn't you?"
.
"No trouble at all, little girl," was the reply.
"That g-ang is called the Gunmen, I believe. They
are a lot of greasers· led by a blue-blooded Mexican who no doubt prides himself upon being
a villain. He has threatened to kill me, and I
suppose he'll try and keep his word. But that's
all right. The sheriff will be here to-night with
some of his men, and if the Gunmen. come back
looking for me, they'll fall into a trap."
Mrs. Knuckles came in from the kitchen just
then. She was still very much agitated.
"I'm goinl!' to tell that husband of mine that
if he don't sell out and get away from this part
of the country pretty soon, I'll leave him," she
declared. "Every time that gang of greasers
come around here there's trouble. Why, it was
only last week that they were here, and they
shot a lot of holes in the ceiling. Then two men
were robbed half a mile out alonl!' the trail. Of
course the greasers who had left here just before it happened did it. But there was no proof
against them, since they were all masked, so the
report was given out. I'm surprised to think
that the great Mexican gentleman who calls himself Mig'llel D'Esta could mix up with such a <lirty
gang."
·
"He's the leader of them, all right, Mrs.
Knuckles," Wild spoke up, a smile on his face ·
"Your husband told me he thought he was, and
I am convinced of it now, for he virtually admitted it."
"I'm very glad it's known, then, !or the sheriff
will soon get him."
"If somebody else don't get him ahead of the
sheriff, he will.''
"What are you going to do now, Wild?" Ari. etta spoke up. "I suppose you mean to have
the satisfaction of corralinl?' this gang you say
are called the Gunmen.''
"That's just it, Et. You know as well as I do
that nothinir suits me better than to get on a job
of this kind."
"Yes, of cou·rse. But go ahead and tell us what
happened in the bar-room. Hop was there with
his mule, I believe.''
"He sartinly was there, Arietta," the scout calLed out, laughingly. "He's got that blamed, longeared beast trailing him all .around. Why, he
made her kick up her hind legg an' send a hat
up in the air so that it come right down on
Hop's head. What do you think of that? Somethin' like what I seen a circus clown do a few
years ago when I was at a circus in old Cheyenne. But a circus clown can't hold a candle to
Hop. That's a sure thinl!', ·He's the smartest
heathen that ever got outside of a tea garden in _
China.''
,
_
. "Don't let him hear. you say that, Charlie,"
Jim Dart spoke up, smilmgly. "You'll make him
ge! .a swell~d head.''
.
.
Oh, I wouldn't- want him .to h{,lar me say it.
He's all the time say1n' it himself, or somethin'
like it. But when b_e does . say it he tells the
truth every time, an' you know it as well as I
do.''
Arietta now turned her attention to the mistress of the house, and it was not long before
she had her pretty well pacified. She even offered
to assist he.r in making preparations for the sup-
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J)er, but the woman declared that she had enough
However, she could notice pretty well that they
hel1>.
were somewhat anl!:'ry, especially Wing. On the
"Just hurry it alonl!:' a little, then, Mrs. table was a big dish that contained boiled -poKnuckles," Wild observed, for he heard what she tatoes. Hop decided to play some sort of trick
said. "The fact is we're a little hungry. The and he wanted his brother to be the" victim~ so he
excitement in the bar-room seemed to create an waited for the chance and managed to drop some
extra a1>1>etite, I reckon."
grayish J)Owder over one of the potatoes that hapThe woman declared that she would do her pened to be nearest to his brother. He had nobest, but it was six o'clock bv the time the meal ticed that it was about time for Win,r to take
was in readiness. As there were no other guests ·more potatoes, and hence he thought ft safe to
at the house just then, our frends had the table 1!.'0 ahead. Sure enough, when the mistress of the
all to themselves. Noticin11: that there were two house inauired if he would have more of the poextra J)lates laid, Charlie turned to the Mexican tatoes, Win2' replied in the affirmative. He had
girl who was assisting- Mrs. Knuckles, and said: stuck his fork into the very potatoe Hop had
"Who's goin' to set there?"
fixed, and half a minute later put a piece of it
"Two more," the i?irl answered, and then she in his mouth. Then it was that a sudden change
pointed outside, after which she counted the six in his expression took place. His face contorted
who were J)resent.
.
into all shapes, and it reallv seemed as if his
"The heathens don't eat at the same table with nose was tryinl? to remove itself to his forehead.
.
.
us," the scout informed her.
She could understand Enl!:'lish enough to know
"Whattee mattee, Wing?" Hop asked, innowhat he said, and she hurriedly left the room cently. "You allee samee gottee fit, so be."
to inform her mistress.
But Wing- could make no reply. He was too full
for utterance, so to speak, and, making a break
Mrs. Knuckles came in somewhat surprised.
"The heathens are not to eat at this table, eh?" from the table, he ran out of the kitchen.
"What on earth is the matter with the fellow?"
. "Well, they are not in the habit of doinl!:' so,"
Wild answered, "so you might just as well fix Mrs. Knuckles asked. lookine- at Hop in surpri~.
- "He gittee sickee, so be; he allee samee fool
up a place for them in the kitchen. Probably
Chinee," was the reply.
thev could eat with vour help."
".Oh, all right. But I heard mv husband say a
"Well, I'll get him some medicine. then."
She was as good as her word, and, hurryinr '
few minutes avo that you seemed to think as
much of one of the Chinamen as if he was a to a closet, she produced a bottle that was labeled
white man, and that made me set the table "cholera mixture."
Ottt she went, takin2' a bil? spoon with her. By
for them."
"Oh, I think they are perfectly clean, and it this time Wing had somewhat recovered from the
would not be out of the way if they were to eat bitter dose Hop had fixed up for him.
with us, but they have always done it the other
He tried to ~xplain to the woman . that his
way, so we'll not chang-e the rule now."
brother had played a mean trick on him, but she
The result was that places were made for Hop would not listen to this, and insisted upon him
and Wfo11: in the kitchen, and after the servant taking- an extra lar11:e dose of the medicine.
This tasted a little better than what he swalhad broUi?ht everything- upon the table for our
friends, she sat down with her mistress and the lowed before, but Wini!' managed to get it down,
two Chinamen, while Knuckles waited alone in and then after a big drink of water he was inthe bar-room for a customer. Mrs. Knuckles was duced to come back to the table.
in a pretty 11:ood hum-0r, and she smiled when she
"Lat allee light, Hop " he said, pointing an
saw that Hop and Wing- both had very l!:OOd ap- accusin11: fin11:er at the ciever Chinee. "Me fixee
petites.
you some timee, so be. You waitee."
".You velly nicee Melican woman," the clever
"Lat allee light," was the reply. "Maybe you
Chinee ventured.
11:ittee fixee plettv soonee. You allee samee fool
Chine·e."
·
"I don't know just how nice I am," she replied, with a shake of the head, "but I think alWhile his brother and the woman were outside
most anybody is too nice to live in such a climate and the servant R'irl was watchinir through the
as this. I was bom and broul!:ht UJ> in the State doorway, Hop had done something- else. He had
of Ohio, and that's plenty far South enoul!:h for tied the tablecloth to Wing's chair by means of
a short piece of strinJ!:'. Having- eaten about all
me."
"Me allee samee born in China, so be. Lat velly he wanted, he did not care what happened, so
he sat there ready to leap out of the -w ay as
nice place."
"Maybe it is. But I don't have no desire to Wini?" came in. Poor Wini?. unconscious of the
go there. Why is it that you people that come trap that was prepared for him, took hold of the
chair and pulled it from under the table.
from China always wears pigtails?"
As he did so there was a sharp jerk upon the
"Me no undelstandee lat," Hop declared. "Maybe my blother telle you. He velly smartee. He tablecloth, and nearly half the contents of the
table pitched violently toward him.
teachee Sunday school in China."
"Hip hi! Whattee mattee !" Hop exclaimed,
"Whattee mattee, Hop?" Wing- spoke up, verr,
angrily. "You wantee makee allee samee foolee. ' iumpin11: out Qj. the way.
Then he grabbed his hat and slipped outside,
"Me no do lat. You allee samee foolee alleee
knowinl!:' full well that it would not be good to
!eddy."
Mrs. Knuckles laughed merrily at this, and remain there any longer.
Of course there was much excitement in the
even the servant 11:irl .seemed amused, though 1t
is doubtful if she could understand much of what kitchen when the tablecloth was nearly pulled
from the table, upsetting most of what was GIi
the two heathens were saying
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it. It was easy for Youn_g- Wild West and his · derstood him perfectly, and ·seemed glad that he
friend& to guess that Hop was responsible for was ready to converse with them again. All
the tumult, It happened that they had just about hands ,dismounted, and soon ·they were standing
finished their meal, and were getting up from the or lyinl? upon the 1?rass. Duster Mike took a
table at the time. Wild leaped to the door of seat with his back against a tree, and, rolling a
the kitchen and, throwin_g- it open, saw Wing look- cigarette, lighted it and puffed away in silence for
mg at the damage he had wrought in mute dis- a moment.
may.
.
.
,,
"Gentlemen," he said, with a shake of the head,
"It was an accident, I'm sure 1t was, Mr. West,
"for some little time we have prided ourselves
Mrs. Knuckles spoke up, for she had somewhat as beinl? the Gunmen. While I have not always
recovered from the shock.
been. with you when you have showed what you
"An accident, eh?" the boy retorted, as he could do with your revolvers, I have always adlooked about the room. "Where is Hop?"
vised you well, and Jrom it you have obtained
"Oh, the.. other heathen?"
quite a little pile of money. Americans about
"Yes, where is he?"
here have chosen to call us the Greaser Gun"He went out -in a hurry, but I suppose he men. 'While I detest the word greaser, I rather
had finished his super."
like to hear it said. None of us are greasers,
"Quite likely he did. What is the matter with especially myself. I am a gentleman, and I could
you, Wing?" and the boy spoke rather sharply ·live in luxury without preying upon others. But
to the cook.
my fancy runs that way, and hence. I am very
"My fool blother allee samee 1>lay tlick on me, glad to be · your leader.''
. Misler Wild. He l)Uttee velly bitter stuff on um
He paused and puffed away at his cigarette,
potato. Len when me comee backee to }IM table and ' then continued:
me upsettee thlings. Hop velly bad Chmee. Me
"I've never believed in shooting any one unles~
Juivee lickee him pletty soonee."
it was to keep from being shot myself. But someWild took hold of tlie chair and quickly found thing
has happened this afternoon that has made
a · string tied to it.
·
·
.
change my mind a little. The American boy
"This explains it all, Mrs. Knuckles," he sa~d- me
who is called Youn.I!': Wild West-is altogether too
"Hop must have tied the tablecloth to the chiur, much
for either of us to meet single-handed. He
and when Wing pulled it away, of course, some- has the
reputation of being the Champion Deadthing had to come with it. But I'll see that you shot of the West, and I haven't the least doubt
.are paid for the ctamae:e that has been done."
but that he can prove his claim to it. You all
"There ain't any damage," the woman declared, know
that
am about as handy with a gun as
the vestige of a smile showing on her face. "Only any one youI ever
saw. But two of .you have ala couple of plates and one dish is broken, as ready seen that Young
Wild
Is better than
far as I can see. But who ever thought that the I am. I am not down upon West
him for that thing
Chinaman would do a thing like that? Come alone. It's the way he acted and what he said to
to think of it, it's rather funny."
me that makes me feer so bitter against him. I
Then she laughed, and Wini!' became more anx- have made up my mind to be revenged upon
ious to get at his brother than ever.
him, and I'll not be satisfied until I've had his
"Me no wantee some more supper1 Misler life. You all hear what I say. How many of
Wild," he said. "Me havee plenty, so oe. Um you are willing to help me out in this matter?"
tastee in my mouth. Me wantee dlink of water."
The eight men called out almost simultaneously
"Well, if you don't want a{ly more supper, go that they would stick to him until Young Wild
on out. I reckon you must have filled in pretty West ha·d been wiped out."
well, anyhow, by the look of the bones you have
"I knew none of you would go back on me,·•
1>Ut on the floor."
.
the villain resumed, smilingly. "We pride ourWild and his partners returned to the mn. After selves
on being the Gunmen. We trust solely to
a while Knuckles came out on the piazza and look- our revolvers,
except when it is necessary to
ed down the trail.
~
use a knife. But a rifle is entirely out of our
"Here comes the sheriff now!" he called out. line.
Look at the places we have cleaned out in
"Now then Young Wild West, I reckon you'll have Gila City,
and even in Yuma, and sometimes we
your chan~e to git after the Gunmen!"
don't hurt anyone while doing it. But," he added,
with a shrug of the shoulders, "we always
get away with more or less money. You all
remember the time a few months ago when we
CHAPTER V.-The Gunmen Rob Two Americans were in the Yuma gambling house. There were
I
piles of money lying upon the green cloth, and
The gang of greasers who were known as the the faro game was 1roing in full blast. We enGunmen were a pretty sorry lot when they rode tered the place and took our stations, and then I,
away from the Ranchers' Rest. Duster Mike, while disguised as a cowboy, pulled a ,gun and
their leader, did not seem to be inclined to say demanded that all the money should be turned
anything, and it was not until they had covered over to me. When the rest of you 1?ot your
more than a mile that he paid any attention to guns out there was a panic, and the result was
the remarks that were being passed by his com- that we walked out with the entire boodle. Ha,
panions. Then he suddenly reined in his horse in ha, ha! It's amusin1r to me every time I think
the shade of some trees that fringed the side of of it. Of course, the sheriff 1rot after us, but
what good did that do? We simply hun.l!': around
the trail, and saia:
"We'll rest here a little while. I want to talk Gila City for a while, and then we began
it over with you, boys."
operations again. We're the Gunmen all right,
He spoke in Spanish, of course, so they all un- boys, and you all should i>e proud of it. I want

'
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you to keep .on the way you have been ,g-oing.
Never use ru,ything but a revolver, ru,d don't use
that if you can help it. If it comes to a point, see·
.
how Quick and straight you can shoot."
·The men listened to this talk in a way that
told that it was not the first time they had received such advice. The fact was that the leader
was continually talking- to them in that way. He
prided himself on beinJ? able to manage a band _
of rascals that depended solely upon revolvers.
"Senor," said one of the men, after a .pause,
"the sheriff and some of his men are coming
this way to-night to look for us. You know that
you received that information yesterday."
"Yes, I know that. But let him come. I have
never yet had the pleasure of shooting ru, American sheriff, and I can't say that I want the
chru,ce. But if I am pressed too hard it will
have to be done. We'll go over to our temporary
headQuarters. and take it easy while the sheriff
is at the inn hearing about what happened this
afternoon. I'll send one of you out as a spy, and
that will keep me within touch of what is going
on. Come on, we mav as well ride over to the
plantation right now."
·
Thev all seemed satisfied to do this, and a few
minutes later they had mounted and were riding
through a dense patch of semi-tropical trees and
shrubbery. Striking a path which showed signs
of being used Quite freQuently, they continued on
for a couple of miles, and thev came to a big
patch of ground that was in a fair state of cultivation. Close to a ,g-rove of palms was a sQuare
house with a flat roo:(. It was built of sun-dried
bricks, and waS; what is called an adobe house.
· Back at the edge of the woodi:; were several
other buildings, no doubt used bv the workers on
thEl plantation. As the sanor and his Gunmen
:rode up to the adobe h.ouse, a swarthy-faced
woman in rather scant attire came out to meet
them. She saluted in a rather humble fashion,
showing that she regarded Duster· Mike as somethin_g- far her superior.
"We are _g-oing to stay here a while, Theresa,"
the leader said, as he reined in his horse. "We
may be here all night, or we may leave shortly
after midnight. · I can't say about that. See to
jt that we ,have something good to eat."
"Si, senor," the woman answered, and then
i:;he raised a linger and shook her head in a way
tbat was mysterious.
"What is the matter?" Duster Mike asked as
he dismounted and spoke to her in a low tone
of voice.
"Two Americans are inside eatin,g- a n1eal," she
answered, in a whisper. "Th~y lost they way,
and came here and inQuired the distance to Gilda
City. I ,l!'ave them the correct inform_a tion, and
then they wanted to pav for something to eat,
i;o they are inside now and my daughter is waitin,g- upon them."
"Oh!" and the face of the villainous leader
of the Gunmen bri,g-htened. "Americans, eh? "
"Fine Americans , too," the woman declared, in
a whisper. ''Not like the American s · we see
around here."
"Is that so ? I'll have to get acQuainted with
them, then. I'll let the boys f!O on over to the
other house. They can be accommodated there.
I'll stop here as vour g-uest."
The woman nodded in a satisfied wa y, showing

that she was Quite ready to assist him . in any
scheme he might have in mind. Duster Mike
spoke to his men in low tones, and the result
was that thev al! rode over to the edge of the
woods and dismounted before an adobe shanty,
where a couple of lazy-looking Mexicans were,
standing. The woman took the villain's horse
and led it around to the back of the buildinl!,
where two others were tied in the shade of the
trees. Duster Mike followed her, and when he
say the two horses he looked them over carefully
and then gave a nod of satisfaction.
"Fine looking beast s. I wonder who the American s can be? Well, I'll soon find out."
Theresa, as he called her, nodded for him to
follow, and then led the way around to the front
and entered the building. She went on through
a narrow hall to the largest room of the house,
and, opening the door, bid hi,m enter. Seated at
a table were a youn_g man of perhaps twenty-five
and a boy who could not have been more than
eighteen. Both were attired in blue ser_ge suits,
and the narrow-brimmed straw hats which lay
upon a chair close to them certainly belonged to
them. About their ankles were leggings, which
had no doubt then placed there to permit them
to ride with more convenience. They were being
waited upon by a rather comely Mexican l!irl,
who looked up somewhat alarmed when her
mother entered, followed by Duster Mike.
"How do you do, gentlemen?" the villain said,
smilingly, and speaking in the best of English.
"Enjoying a good meal, I see."·
"Yes, senor," the young man answered, half
rising. "We have been stopping at Gila City
a few days, and this morninl?" we took a ride
along the river to do little exploring. In some
manner we got lost, and somethinl?" like an hour
al!o we were lucky enough to strike this plantation. We are indeed glad when we found that
we could be provided with a good meal, and tpat
the distance to Gila was not more than twenty
miles. Once we strike the road leading to it, and
everything will be ali right."
"You will strike the road less than half a mile
from here. You simply have to follow the trail
straight to the south," Duster Mike answered,
politely, and then he threw down his hat and in
Spanish asked the woman to show him where he
mi_ght find a place to wash. Of course he knew
just where to go, but he was simply making out
he was a stranger at the place. When he had
. left the rooin, the girl waiting upon the two held
up her fin,g-er warningly, and in a whisper said:
"He a bad man. You no plav cards with him.
He cheat you."
In a few minutes Duster Mike returned. and
took a seat at the table with them. He was
provided with what he wanted to eat, and, havin_g
a _good appetite, he remained there considerably
longer than after the two guest s had finished.
When he had finished he arose and, taking a
seat near one of the windows, rolled a cigarette.
"Gentlemen," he said, "I for_got to introduce
myself. I am Senor Miguel D'Esta, and I own
this little planta tion, a s well as plenty of other
property lying along the Gila River. Occasiona_lly I drop around this way. I came over
just now to brinJ? some hired help to work on the
plantation. May I inQuire who you are?"
"My name is Gerald Browne, and this is my'
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brother Harry," the elder of the two promptly
answered.
"You're not natives of the West or Southwest,
I see," ventured the senor, -politely.
"Oh, no. ·We have relatives living at Gila, and
we came from the East to pay them a visit of,
a couple of months."
"Oh, yes. You'll find this a delightful country,
no doubt."
_ "Quite delightful," the elder of the brothers
· answered. "But we can't seem to g-et used to the
extreme heat during- the day."
"Oh, that is nothing. When you have been here
a little while you won't mind it in the least. We
people here usually take it easy_ during- t:\J.e midcpe
of the day. The evening is the time to enJoy one sself. Suppose we engage in a game of ca!ds to
pass away an hour. You surely are not gomg to
set out yet to ride over to Gila City."
"I think we h
better g-o ri11:ht now," the boy .
said, looking- at his brother uneasily.
.
•"Yes the quicker we g-o the better. It will
take u~ over two hours to get there,•~ was the
reply. Duster Mike had been l~okmg th~m
· over carefully. Both wore g-old watch chains with
charms attached, and he knew there must be
watches at the ends of the chains. Still, he had
never committed a robbery in that fashion, and
as he was not in disguise it might g-o badly with
'him if he did so now.
".If you will wait until I have ~iven some !n·structions to my employees I'll ride over with
you. I am going to Gila," he said, after a moment's reflection. "Don't think," he went on,
smilingly "that because I asked you to play cards
that I w~nt to ga ble. Sometimes I do gamble,
but never with a stranger unless it is at his own
•request."
This caused the two no doubt · to feel that the
warning- of the senorita had given them meant
less than they had at first supposed. They consulted and finally decided that they would wait
for th~ senor. Duster Mike smiled his approval,
and then left the building. He went straight to
j;he other adobe house and instructed two of hia
men to put masks on their faces and enter the
house suddenly and rob the two Americans as
well as himself. This would be an easy t~ing- to
do· while he would make a pretext of puttmg up
a fight, he would simply be aiding- the two Gunmen. When he came back he looked at his watch
and announced that he was ready whenever the
Americans were. But just then Theresa came
in with a bottle of wine and some glasses. .
"The senor must have some wine," she said, m
Spanish, nodding to the villain.
"Gentlemen, she :;ays we must . have some
wine," · Duster Mike said, laughingly. "I don't
know whether you indulge or not, but I take a
glass occasionally."
The elder of the brothers admitted that he. did,
too, so they each had a g-lass of wine, the boy
satisfying himself with a glass of milk. They
had just about swallowed it when a hoarse cry
sounded at the door, and then in rushed two
masked men, each with a drawn . revolver.
The Mexican woman ,1?ave vent to a scream,
and then hurriedly left the room, slamming- and
lockinS? the door after her. While one of the
tna&ked villains covered Duster Mike, the other
paid. attention fo the two Americans. He forced
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them to hold up their hands, and then stepped
over and took the revolvers thev had in their hip
pockets. Having- done this, he walked over and
disarmed the villainous leader, who protested
loudly and declared that he would never rest until he had them punished for the outrage. Fve
minutes later Gerald Browne and his brother
H.arr·y were relieved of their money and valua•
bl.es. Then the two men left the house, and instantly a volley of shots rang out, while hoarse
shouts rent the air. The Americans- were about
to rush out, but Duster Mike held up his hand and
cried:
,
"Don't go out. It will be at the risk of your
lives if you do. There's a whole crowd of bandits
gathered here. They will take our horses, I
know. We must stav in the house until they
have gone. What is the use of running the risk
of being- shot down ? "
,
This advice seemed to be all right) so the two,
who were not frightened at what had happened,
agreed with him. They sat there with pale faces
for nearly an bour, and every now and then a
shot was fired to make them understand that it
would not be safe to come out.
But Duster Mike had planned all this nicely.
He wanted to keep them there until it became
dark, and then when they left the house they
would be without horses to l?"et back to the town.
What became of them he did not care, for he
had succeeded in robbing- them, an(J that was ;ill
he required.
CHAPTER VI-Young- Wild West Goes
With The Sheriff.

::,

J

Youn£ Wild West and his friends looked
sharply at the horsemen as they rode up to the
door of the inn. It was easy to guess which
of them was the sheriff. He wore conspicuously
upon the left side of his shirt-front a silver star,
~nd there was a rather pompous way about him.
"Hello, Paul!'' he called out, fa.m iliarly, as ·he
nodded to the fat and healthy-looking- proprietor.
"Seen anything of the Gunmen around here
lately?"
"I reckon I have, Sheriff Jones," Knuckles
answered, with a wise nod of the head. "There
was about nine of 'em here this very afternoon."
"Git out," and the sheriff quickly dismounted·
-and hurried to the door, not paying any attention
to our friends at all.
"Yes, they was here, sheriff," went on :K;nuckles,
shaking his head solemnly, "an' it's jest exactly
as I thought it was. Duster Mike is the leader
of the gang. It didn't take Young Wild West
long to find it out. There he is over there, sheriff. I want to introduce you to the Champion
Dead shot of the West, a b9y what's made things
hustle ever since he's been ridin' around helpin'
to put law an' order in effect."
The sheriff shot a glance at our hero, who was
takinl? it easy on the porch. ·
"Youn£ Wild West, eh?" he said; becoming
rather curious. "Seems to me I've heard somewhat-about you. You don't mean to say that the
boy there is Young Wild West?"
.
"That's just who he is, sheriff. I'll introduce
you to him right away. Them'.s his two -pards
there, too, an' the ladies is . them what travel~
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with 'em. There's a couple of heathens, too, So it's a fact, eh?" and he looked at the young
somewhere around. They belonJ? to the party, deadshot keenly.
too."
.
,
"It certainly is, sheriff'. He virtually admitted
"Never mind the heathens, or the J?als, either," it here this afternoon. You -see, I got the drop
the sheriff called out, impatiently. "I want to be on him and had him 1>retty well cornered. "There
introduced to Young Wild West an' his pards., were two men with him, and they started trouble
They're jest the ones as kin help me. If that here. I let them go as far as I thought it Wl!-S
gang of Gunmen has been here this afternoon, advisable, and then I brought them -to with a
most likely we kin take the trail an' git 'em afore round turn. After that we ke1>t watch on them,
tomorrow· mornin'. Some folks kin fol.ler a trail and a little later on six more -of the gang
·a.r-· in the dark, an' from what I've heard tell of rived. Then Duster Mike tried t6 get in someYoung· Wild West, he. sartinlv oughter be able thing of his fine work. He ordered the newto do it."
comers to shoot the mule our clever Chinee hap"Hold on there, sheriff! I am not such a won- pened to have in here at the time and throw the
der· that I can follow a trail in the darkness," Chinaman out."
Wild suoke up, a s he arose and stepped toward
"Shoot a mule an' chuck a Chinee out, eh?
the man. "So you're Sheriff Jones, are you?" What do you think of that, boys?" and the sher' "That's who ·1 be. An' you're Young Wild iff turned in surprised to his deputies. ·
West?"
Wild went on and told h"
all about it as,
"That's rig-ht. This boy here is Jim Dart, one briefly as he _could, and when e had concluded,
of my partners, and the man sitting- next to him Sheriff Jones nodded his head in a satisfied way
is Cheyenne Charlie."
and said:
·
.
The sheriff nodded in a pleased sort of way,
"All right, it's a puttv sure thinl!' that ·they're
and promptly shook hands with the three. Then hangin' around somewhere in this
here vicinity.
he nodded his head toward the bar-room door and They sartainly didn'i J?O to Gila City, 'cause
we
~d:
took our time in ridin' over from there. No one
.
"Come on, let's wet 1!P a little. Most hke1Y had seen anything of the g-ang there
in over a
Patil has got somethin' to drink inside. Come on, week, an' as far as I could learn they must
be up
boys," and then he nodde1 to those who had rid- this way. But since I know that -D'Esta,
or
den to the place with him. . Our hero . and his Duster Mike, as they call him, is the leader of
partners promptly followed the party mto the 'em, it hadn't oughter be very hard to find 'em. '"'.
bar room. Knuckles got a hustle on himself, for ·D•Esta owns considerable land up here," and be
he saw a chance to do a little business.
motioned away from the river. "I sorter reckon
"What is it, .she6ff?" he asked, a;; he got be- we had better look around
at some of the little
hind the bar. "I just brought in a pail of cold plantations he owns. What do you say if we
water- a little while ago, an' I s'pose :whisky will .strike out right now? It will be an hour an'all
·a
go putty well with it. You kin use the water to half afore it J?its dark."
wash it down."
"You would like to have us l!'0 with you, then?"
"That will jest do me, Paul. Trot her out. I'm ·Wild asked.
about as dry as a fish."
"We would like to have you go with us! Well,
The men _with him, who were all _deputies, ap- I reckon
that's jest what I want you to do. You
peared t o be quite a decent lot, and they all were an' your pards
help us out a whole lot. You
undoubtedly of the sort who are willing to fig~t say there's ninekin
of 'em. That will make twelve
to the last ditch. Anyhow, Young ---Wild West of us. I've got seven
good men with me."•
came to that. conclusion after he had seiz_ed them
"All riJ?ht, we'll get our horses right away and
up. Of course, they were all studyin_g- him pretty take
a ride with you."
closely, for they had undoubtedlv heard much
It was a pretty sure thin.I!.' that the sheriff had
about him.
kept himself posted in regard to
Mike.
"You're all right, kid," one of them said, when · -He was well aware of the fact. Duster
that he owned
he had swallowed his drink. "You're only a boy, several plantations scattered about the country,
as l kin see, but that don't make no difference. and having become assured that
was the leader
I sorter remember .what .I was myself when I of the villainous _g-ang that washecalled
the Gunwas aboUct your age. I don't know as I'm any men, he meant to go from 'one to the other in
better now. I wasn't afraid of much then, an' it's search of them.
jest about the same way at the present time." "Give us another drink, Paul," he called out.
"You're not an awful lot older than I am, any- as our friends started to l!'o and get their hornes.
way," the young deadshot answered, laughingly. "I feel so ,1?ood that I'm willin' to spend a little
"I'm twenty-six,'' was the reply. ·
extra money. If I kin only corral this here gang
"Well, that's only a -few years. I hope to live what's been makin' so much trouble for miles
to be that age; anyhow, though I'm pretty w_ell aroynd here, I'll be the proudest sheriff what
satisfied that the fellow they call Duster Mike ever Jived. We've J!.'Ot a good clew now, an'
won't let me if he has the least chance to prevent there ain't nothin' like strikin' while the iron is
hot."
tt~
.
.
But Wild and his partners went on out, ignor"Duster Mike, eh?" and the sheriff sliook his
ing
the second invitation to drink: When they
head. "I never did think an awful lot of him, any
more than that . he was a man that had plenty came back with their horses the _sheriff and his
of money an' had a bi.I!.' pull all the way from here men were waitinJ!.' for them.
to Yuma. I ·didn't have no · idea that he was
"Now then, little girl," Wild said to his sweet.leadin' the crowd what called themselves- the heart, "you stay right here and take things
Gunmen, though. I believe Paul hinted somethin' comfortably. If the Gunmen hapj:>en 'to show up
that way once, but I didn't take ·no stock in it. he1·e while we are gone, I am going to leave 1'
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to you to take care of yourself. You know how
to shoot, and you know the 11;an1? pretty well, for
you had a g"ood look at them while they were
here."
"I'll do my part, Wild," Arietta answered, smilingly. "Go ahead. But don't remain away long.
There will be no need in keeping- up the hunt
after it grows dark. Even though the sheriff
seemed to think you would be able to follow a
trail in the darkness, I know better. If you did
-anything like that at all you would have t0 trust
to Spitfire. He can generally keep upon the trail
of anyone you are following."
•
"We won't be gone longer than a couple of
hours, Et," was the reply. Then the young deadshot swun~ himself upon the sorrel , stallion's
back and rode away with the party.
- Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, of coursei had
something to say to Anna and Eloise before eavfng, but the girls were all satisfied that they
would come back safely and in due time. The
· party had not been g-one more than twenty
minutes when a horsemen rode leisurely up and
stopped at the ill11, · There were several II_1en
hanging- about the place now, some of them bemg
Mexicans of the lazy sort. The newcomer wore
a heavy black mustache and his eyebrows were
of the ·same hue, being- so thick that they looked
-rather strange. The g-irls eyed him sharply as
he dismounted , and walked with a swag-ger to
·t he bar-room door.
"Do you know one thing," Arietta said, whisering- . to Anna ~nd Eloise, "that man looks ver_y
much like one of the l!.'ang- that was here this
afternoon. I am satisfied that his mustache and
eyebrow§i are false. You can bet that he is one
of the Gunmen."
"What makes vou think that way, Arietta'!''
Anna asked.
"The resemblanc e, that's all. I noticed that one
of them had
handkerch iei of a rather peculiar
figure tied about his neck .. This ma~ is v.:ear~IF,
either the same handkerchi ef or- one 1ust hk'e 1t.
"Well, if you think that way, why don't you
find Hop and let him make an investii?ati on ?"
"That's just what I'll do: I wimder where he ·
- ts."
"I'll go and see if I can find him. He may be
around at the back of the house."
The scout's wife arose from · the chair she had
been sitting- upon and went on through the
house to the kitchen. Mrs. Knuckles and the
servant g-irl were puttine- thinl?S in shape there, ·
and. they were not at all surprised when Anna
appeared.
·
"Want a fresh drink of water?" the mistress
of the inn asked.
uyes, I think I'll have a drink," was the reply.
"Well, there's a · fresh pailful right outside.
Help yourself."
.
_
Anna went outs'ide, and almost the first person
she saw was the one she was looking- for. Hop
was just coming- up from the little corral where
the horses were kept. She e-ot a drink of water
, and waited until the Chinaman came up.
"Hop," she said, in a whisp_er, for . she was
afraid she might he overheard m the bar-room,
since the wind,ows were _open, "Arietta thinks
that one of the Gpnmen has come back and that
be is in the bar-room now. A stranger just rqde
tlP, She wants you to try and find out. He's

a

a man with a very heavy black mustache and
eyebrows that look out of place."
"Allee light, Missee Anna. Me findee outtee
pletty Quickee." ·
It was not necessary to tell the clever Ch.i}lee
anything- further. He walked on back to the
corral, and then soon returned, followed by Jennie, the trick mule. Right into the bar-room he
went, the animal i?oing- willingly. The loiterers
looked on wonderingl y, and those who had chosen
to remain outside Quickly got up and followed the
Chinaman and the mule. Hoo saw the man Anna had spoken of leaninl?. upon the bar, an empty
glass before him. He noticed th.at the fellow
shrug_g-ed his shoulders and appeared to be some~
what disgusted when he saw the long-eared little
animal.
·
"Me bettee you fivee dollee you no lide um
mule acloss um loom," Hop said, nodding- to him
and putting his hand in his nocket at tl;le same
time.
· "Caramba! " exclaimed the greaser. "You mind
you own business. Me no want to ride da mule.''
"Allee light,'' Hop answered, not the least
abashed. "Maybe ou likee chuckee dicee for um
dlink."
"Me like to shoot," was the Quick reply, and
then with remarkable auirkn"'"" t.hA .greaser
pulled a gun and leveled it straight at the mule'a
head. _
CHAPTER VII-Ariet ta And Hop
Join In The Hunt.
Hop Wah was ready fol' almost anything- to
happen when he accosted the. Mexican. But he
hardly expected he · would pull a gun to shoot
the ti-ick mule. However, his wits did not leave
him, and with wonderful Quickness he took a step
forward and knocked the· revolver from the man's
hand. Then out came his big- - pistol, and before ·
the Mexican could recover himself the muzzle ·
was placed within a few inches of his face.
"You velly smartee _g-leaser," Hop said, coolly.
"Me no wantee you shootee mv Jennie. Me
shootee you first."
·
E~en though there were a few Mexicans in the
place it seemed that no one meant to take the
part of . the stranger. On the other hand, they
all sympathize d with the Chinaman, and when
two husky residents of the sleepy little town
.stepped over and laid hands upon him, the face
of the fellow turned deathly pale.
"We won't let him shoot your mule, heathen," .
one of them said. · "Put away your l?un."
"Allee light," was the reply. "You velly riicee .
Melican man. Me no forgettee you.''
. Hop put away the bii? pistol and then turned
and patted the mule on the neck.
·
.
· "No shootee poor Jennii:," he said, affectionately. "Um bad gleaser. He irottee velly big-ee
black mustache and eyeblows. Maybe ley allee
samee false."
· "Hold on a minute," one of the Americans said.
"Blamed if them things. don't look as if they was
false."
Then he Quickly grasped one of the eyebrows
and pulled it loose.
"By jingo! This feller is in dis_g-uise, Paul," the
astonished man said. The g:reaser now made •
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break for the door, but he stood no chance, for
Dl?arly every one in the room turned upon him
and soon he was forced back against the bar, his
~rms pinned to his sides. Then some one removed
the other eyebrow and then pulled off the big
mustache.
.
·" I know him," Knuckles said, shaking his head.
"I can't call him by name, but he was here this
afternoon. He's one of the Gunmen, boys. I
reckon you have made a putty g<>o<l ketch. Jest
hold · him till the sheriff an' Young Wild West
come back."
Hop was more than pleased at the way things
had turned out.
'
"Um gleaser velly muchee," he declared, mockingly, as he stepped up close to the prisoner.
"Wantee shootee mv Jennie. Mavbe he allee
samee gittee hangee,,_ so be. Lat be vetlv nicee."
"You say this feller is one the gang what's
called the Gunmen, Paul'?" one of the Americans
asked, looking in surprise at the -proprietor.
"That's jest _w hat I say," was the reply. "Hold
him till the sheriff an' Youn,r Wild West gits
back. They've gone to' look for the ,rang."
The prisoner began talking- ranidly in Spanish,
callin,r upon those of his own nationality to help
him, and declaring that he was innocent of any
wrong-doing. But what Knuckles said seemed to
go, and no one offered to help him. The result
was that a few minutes later he was securely
bound and tied to a chair in a corner of the room,
all . hands thinking this would be the best -place
to keep him. Having accomplished his purpose,
Hop led his mule outside and then went to report to the girls. But they already knew -what
had taken place, for Arhitta had been listening
and watching at the front of the house. 4
Presently one of the Americans nresent invited
the Chinaman to perfor ma magic trick, since he
had heard of what he could do in that line.
"Allee light," was the reply. "Evelybody
watchee."
Then the clever Cliinee suddenlv threw what
seemed to be a ball to the ceiling of the room.
A s jt struck the ceiling it collapsed and down
eame a wriggling snake. This was quite enough
to makii the spectators scatter, and laughing
heartily at the effect it had upon them, Hop
picked· up the snake, which was only a rubber
imitation, and then appeared to thrust it in his
mouth until it had disappeared entirely. He gave
a big gulp, and then holding his stomach, exclaimed:
"Lat velly nicee. Me likee tanglefoot now."
Many times had Ho-o -performed the same feat
as far· as appearing to swallow the rubber snake
was concerned. But each time he did it before
an audience that had never seen him before the
effect was all that could be desired. Several
wanted to pay for his drink so he had no difficulty about getting one. Ah _this while he w~s
looking out of the corners of his eyes at the prisoner in the corner. He now saw that the man
had his hands free. He could tell that by. the way
he was acting. still he said nothing about it,
though he moved over a little closer to the greaser.
"You wantee some more nicee lillee tlick ?" he
asked, looking at his audience. But thev were
completely awed at what had happened, with
the exception of Knuckles, who was willing to
t ....JcA it for .a ranted that anvthini? Hon did was

•

simply an illusion, as well as a sleight-of-hand
trick.
"I ain't got no use for a feller what kin swaller a live snake," declared one of the Americans.
"Don't think he swallowed no live snake "
Knuckles spoke up, smilingly. "Don't you kno~
that he's a magician? I'll bet he kin ·show the
snake right now if he wants to."
"Whattee lat?" Hop asked, and then he -placed
a hand in one of his pockets and Quickly -pulled .
out the rubber imitation of a rattler. He forced .
it to squirm in his hand, and they all t]:iought it
was really alive. Suddenly thP. Chinaman turned
toward the prisoner and hurled the snake at him,
striking him upon the breast. A sharp crv of
alarm left the greaser's lips, and then he threw
?Ut his hands as if to protect himself, thus showmg that he had freed them.
\
"Hoolay!" Hon cried, pulling his ;pistol. ''Um
plisoner allee samee wantee ,:,:ittee 'way. Me
shootee v_iilly muchee quickee."
Bang!
He fired at I the man's fe.et, but as there was
no bullet in the pisto1 at the time, not the least
harm was done. However, the £Teaser uttered a
shriek of terror and then rolled over upon the
floor.
· '"He can't be dead," one of the spectators said
locking the picture of amazement. "The heathe~
shot at his feet,"
"Me killee um snakee," Hop declared, as he
went over and picked ·up the strin of rubber that
was painted in such a good imitation. Knuckles
reached out and took it from him.
"Well, by thunder!" he exclaimed. "Jest as I
thought. It ain't no snake at all, boys. It's jest
a piece of rubber made to look like one."
·
. "Is that so?" cried the man who had taken the
most .interest in the proceedings. "All right, then,
I reckon we had better take care of this greaser.
He got his hands loose somehow, an' he was
jest waitin' for a chance to jump out of the win- '
~ow an' git away."
He pounced upon the prostrate man, and with
the assistance of some others quickly had his
hands tied again. This time they saw· to it that _
_there would be no possible rope above his elbows,
and passed it completely around him, which left
no chance for him to slip the bonds, for they
double-knotted it two or thr~e times.
·
"You velly muchee 'flaid," ,Hop said to him.
when he had been pushed into a corner. "Me no
shootee you. Me only makee believe."
The Mexican made no reply. The expression
of his face showed pretty well that he had given
up all hopes of making his escape, and no doubt
he was trying hard to resign himself to the fate
that was in store for him.
"Hop," a voice called from the window, "come
out here a minute, I want you."
The Chinaman recognized the voice of Young
Wild West's sweetheart instantly, and he quickly
relied:
"Allee light, Missee Alietta. Me come evelly ...,
muchee quickee, so be.
Me velly smartee
Chinee."
Then he hastened outside.
"Hop," the girl said; "I am £Oing to take a ride
and hunt for Wild and the rest. You may come
with me if you like."
"Allee light, Missee Alietta," the clever Chinee
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retorted, just as if he was not at all surprised • "Where is Young Wild West?" Arietta asked,
at what the girl said. "Me gittee um horses as she dismounted.
"He's gunnin' for the Gunmen," said the shervelly muchee quickee."
"Hurry a little. It will soon be £etting dark." iff. "His two pards went with him."
"Where did they ~o ?"
Hop ignored a call from some one insj.de for
"Oh, not very far. There's three buildin's here
him to come and have a drink, and hm.½ied to
where the horses were kept. It did not take him besides this one, an' the Gunmen 'a re in 'em. We
long to saddle Arietta's as well as his own horse, know that much. We was told to stay here till
and when he came back a small crowd was gath- they come back, an' we're goin' to do it. But
ered in front of the inn. Arietta had made up her what did you come here 1for, miss?"
"Just to find out how thine-s were going," was
mind very suddenly, as she usually did. Anna
and Eloise insisted upon her remaining, but she the reply.
"You're Young Wild West's a-al, ain't yer?"
had got it ifi her head to go and look for Wild
and his partners, so it was no use. She ignored one of the others asked, rather timidly.
"Yes,''
Arietta answered, smilingly.
Hop's offer to assist her to mount, and swung
"Sorter got worried about him an' thought you
herself lightly. in the saddle. Then she started
away, the Chinaman following her just as soon would come an' look for him, didn't yer?"
as he could get upon the back of his piebald - "I suppose that is it."
"Well, jest take it easy. You can bet that there
broncho.
ain't no greasers in all creation ·what kin e:it the.
"Hop/.' the j!.'irl said, as soon as they left the best of Young Wild
West. He's gunnin' tor that
villaie behind them, "Keeu your eyes open. for
an' most likely he'll have 'em all before it
we must get upon the trail. I can see the fresh bunch,
gits dark,"
:hoof-prints."
''Me gun for Gunmen, too, so be," Hop Wah
"Me too, Missee Alietta," was the reply. T~ey spoke up, as he pulled his big pistol and waved
galloped on until suddenly they came to a pomt it in the air. "Me velly martee Chinee. Shootee
where the hoof-prints could no longer be seen. It allee samee likee Young Wild West."
happened to be a hard piece of ground right
This caused a smile, for there was no one there
there, so Arietta at once dismounted and began who actually thought the Chinaman would
do
an examination. She went on a little further, lllld much in the line of hooting, even though he was
failin~ to find the tracks, came back. About possessed of a rather dangerous weapon. Hop
thirty feet from where the halt had been made now tied his hori.e and started to leave the spot.
she saw where the horses had turned from the
"Wait a minute, heathen," the sheriff called out
trail into the bushes.
in a low tone of voice. "Youn~ Wild West said
"This way, Hop," she said, as she ran to her no one was to leave here. You wasn't here when
horse and quickly mounted 'it. The Chinaman he said it, but I reckon it don't make no differgave a nod and then away the two went through ence. You stay right here with us."
the bushes and undergrowth until. they struck _the
"Whattee mattee ?" Hop asked, impatiently.
path that led directly to the httle plantation. "If Misle;r Wild knowee me here he lettee me go
There were so many· hoof-prints to be seen, and velly muchee quickee."
all of them appearing to be fresh, that the cirl
"Well, he don't know you're bere, so that makes
felt there was no chance of making a mistake. it different. But these here gun fellers in in the
The sun was now pretty well down, and the shad- adobe house an' the other two buildin's. As I
ows were deepening. But the irirl kept on, fol- said a.fore, we know that much. They won't
lowed by the faithful Chinaman. It was not very come out 'cause we're here, an' Youn.I!: Wild West
long before they ca'!lle in sight of the !1-dobe house an' his pards left us to go an' git 'em. Now then,
and the other buildmgs ,to th~ plantation. Every:- you stay right here."
thing appeared to be very qwet there, and as the
"Do as the sheriff says, Hop," Arietta spoke up,
girl brought her horse to a halt and ,took a look rather sharply.
.
around she saw a number of men close to one
"Allee light, Missee Alietta," and reluctantly
of the' smaller buildings. Lookingly sharply at Hop came back and threw himself upon the
them she soon discovered that they. weri: some ground. But he seemed to be satisfied, and
of th~ men who had come with the sheriff to the lighted a cigar and began puffing away in a con•
Ranchers' Rest.
•
tented manner.
"Hop," she said, "we'll ride over there. Come
"A :funny sort of heathen, miss;" one of the
this way. There is no need of letting any one deputies ventured, as he nodded to the .l!:irl.
see us."
"A very clever one:" was the reply.
"Allee light, Missee Alietta," was the same olct
"Don't look it, though, does he?'!
"Hardly. But you must never judge by how
replythe Chinaman was so much ?n t~e habit
of making, and they they turned a little into the a person looks."
woods and rode on until the crashing their horses
"No, I s'pose not."
Hop kept puffing away, and suddenly there was
made in the bushes was heard by the narty of
men. Instantly a number of rifles were nointed a . hissing sound and a stream of fire shot from
that way, and Arietta was alarmed.
the end of his cigar.
"Don't sbootl," she called out. "We are not the
"Hip hi!" he cried. "Whattee ip.attee ?"
Then he fell over on his back, his heels flying
Gunmen."
"It's a gal," she heard one of t'hem say, and in the ai.r. Not being permitted to go and join
then down went their weapons. Fearlessly the in the gunning business, Hop thought it advisable
girl rode forward now, and as she emerged right to have a little fun, and hence he had lighted one
before the surprised men, they all nodded and of the loaded cigars he always carried with him.
Arietta was ,slightly angered at it, and she
talked in whispers.
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remonstrat!ld. with him severely, But she coula to the door the Mexican woman had ·closed and
not help smiling at the surprise shown by the locked after her. and tapped upon it gently.
men, for. th,ey regarded it as something ll'reat, no
At first there was no response.
doubt thinking; that some one had given the cigar
Then a voice in Spanish said:
to the Chinaman for a joke. When she- got a . "Have the villains 11:one ?"
chance to explain, they changed their minds, and
After answering the question in the affirmative
then the sheriff shook his head and said:
the senor turned to the two Americans and said:
"Well, that beats me! Any one who would
"It is the woman of the house. She asked me
,l)lay a joke on himself like that must be a fool."
if the villains had gone. When she ran out she
locked the door, fearing they might kill her, I
suppose."
'
"She did exactly right," Gerald Browne answered.
CHAPTER VIII-Duster Mike Gets
Duster Mike gave a nod, and then called upon
Into Trouble.
the woman to unlock the door, which she did
promptly did. After again telling them to reDuster Mike had played his part so well that
until he came back, he weht on into the
lie had completely deceived • the two Browne main
dining-room. The Mexican woman stood before
brothers. Acting as if he was badly frightened, him,
like a leaf. But he quickly ashe kept talking to them and advising that they all sured trembling;
her in Spanish that everythinJ? was all
stay right where they were. But since there had right, and then made his
way out of the house.
been some shooting outside, the young; man and
Here he met the Mexican woman's
the boy were not at all inclined to leave the who looked at him with flashing eyes,daughter,
and exroom.
claimed:
"This is an outrage, gentlemen," the villainous
"You
thief, Senor D'Esta! Even thouJ?h
senor said, after he had taken a peep from one you havearemya mother
in your 'l)ower, you cannot
of the windows. "I just saw two masked men . frighten me. I am going
to look for ·help. The
creep behind some bushes over there. They're two Americans must have what was taken
from
waiting for us to come out. It is evident that them returned."
they mean to shoot us rather than let us get
"Get in the house and mind your own busiaway from here. But I really can't understand ness," Duster
Mike cried,
and then he ,
why they are doing it, since they have robbed seized the girl and actually angrily,
flung her through the
us. They took over a thousand dollars from me,
doorway. She £ave a low scream which told
'and my watch and chain as well."
both anger and pain, and then the villain
. This was the truth, but neither of the Amer- of
strode off into the bushes and soon found his
icans knew that he would get his money and gang.
watch back again as soon as he went outside and
"Jose," he said to one of them, "I'll take my
Joined the villainous e:anJt.
"What are we to do, Gerald?" young Browne watch and money now."
The greaser, who was one of the two who had
asked, looking at his brother hopelessly.
"Nothing," was .the reply. "We simply have entered the house, Quickly passed them over tc,
got to -stay here until it is safe for us to leave. him, srnilinJ? as he did so.
"What are you goin£ to do with the two AmerThen the senor will probably go with us and show
icans?" he asked, as the leader took a seat on
us the road to Gila City."
"I'll do that, senors," the villain answered, a fallen tree and proceeded to roll a cigarette.
"I have been thinking; of the best thing we
truthfully. "I will go all the way with vou, for
I must report this so the villains can be caught." could do," was the reply. "I suppose we had
"Do you suppose they are the Gunmen we heard better wait till dark and then escort them to the
road, so they may find their way back to Gila
so much about?" the elder Browne asked.
"Undoubtedly," was the reply. "If you noticed City.. We certainly can get nothing more
them well, you could see thaj; they had no other from them, and it will be out of the question to
weapons but revolvers. They pride themselves make way with them. Jose, I leave it to you to
on doing all their work with their u;uns, as they take them 10 the road. I am 11:oinit. to ride over
to the village and see how ~things are gettinJ? on
call the revolvers in this part of the country."
"One of them had a knife at his belt," the boy there. I'll be careful not to show myself, for I
have an idea that the sheriff may be there by this
spoke up.
•
time. I sent Juan over there to do some spying,
"Oh, yes. But they don't carry rifles."
He disguised himself with a false mustache and
"They might have left them outside."
"No," and the senor shook his head positively. t!yebrows, and it may chance that I will meet
ight
"They were the Gunmen, and none of them ever him on the way back. If 'I don't I shall g
on."
carry rifles."
Anything the villain said was agreeable to his
After waiting a while, Duster Mik·e suddenly
man, so wi}ten he had puffed away at his cigarette
turned to them and said:
·
"I have an idea. I think I'll be able to get in silence for a few seconds and then given
out of the house unseen by any one. You two further instructions to the effect that they would
remain here until I come back. Probably the divide themselves into three parties, one to revillains have gone. I'li find out for you. But be main near the adobe house, one to go to the •
sure and don't leave the house until I come back, building where the grain was stored, and the
unless you are certain that somethinit has hap- other to another outbuilding a short distance
away, they assured him that his orders would be
pened to me."
. The two promised that they would do exactly carried out to the very letter.
There was one more building which was ocas he said, and then Duster Mi_ke stepped over
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cu pied as a living place by the help. No one ·w as
to go to this, and should any of the help choose
to make inquiries as to what was going on, they
were to be ordered to go back and mind their own
business. After satisfying himself that they _understood exactly what they were to do, and again
telling Jose to take the two Americans away as
soon as it got dark, Duster Mike found his horse,
a:ud, mounting, started off by a short cut for the
v·llage. As the villain rode along he thought over
everything that had happened since Young- Wild
West and his friends arrived at the Ranchers'
Rest that afternoon. He knew that he was now
known to be the leader of the Gunmen. But the
more he thought of it the mo1·e h~ became convinced that he would be able to l prove his innocence of the charge. He was well acquainted
with Sheriff Jones, and had even been on very
friendly terms with him. As he rode along, his
horse going at an easy pace, he forced himself to
actually believe that he could face the sheriff
and satisfy him that the charges were untrue. ·
"Just because I ordered the men to shoot the
mule and throw the Chinaman out doesn't imply
that I am their leader, or even knew them b~fore," he muttered. "I'll tell' the sheriff if 'I
should meet him that Young Wild West so
angered me that I was ready to do anythin~ to
get square w~tl!, him, and the fact that the Chma~ belonged to his party made me a~t the way
I did. I think it will come out all right, for I
must' prove that I am a gentleman and an honest
man. Such I have been taken for, and it will
never do for me to be hunted as the leader of the
Gunmen."
The more he thought 'this way the more he became convinced that it would be an easy matter
to straighten things out to his benefit. Though
he had taken a short cut, he let his horse walk
most of the day, and it happened that he came to
the villa11:e less than five minutes after Young
Wild West and his partners set out with the
sheriff and his men to hunt for the Gunmen. The
villain had friends at the village, and when he
found that everything- was so quiet he decided
to visit one of them and try and find out how
ih-Jngs were' getting on. As luck would have it,
he found one he wanted at his house taking
care of a couple of children, for his wife had
gone to a neighbor's to look after a sick woman.
It was a Mexican, of course, and as Duster
Mike had befriended him on several occasions, he
was welcomed. The villain was not long in learning that-the sheriff had arrived, and that he had
gone with Young Wild West and his partners to
hunt for the Gunmen. The Mexican had no idea
that Duster Mike was the leader of the gang, so
he talked freely to him. When asked if he had
seen anything of Juan, the man declared• that he
had not, but that he had learned that one of the
Gunmen had been caught and was being held a
a prisoner at the inn. This startled the leader of
the gang not a little, for he knew right away
that it must be Juan. Feeling in his• pocket, he
p51>d:iiced a . silver dollar, and, tossing it to the
mx1can, said:
"You go to the Ranchers' Rest and remain
there a while and find out just what has taken
place. Return a:nd let me know about it. I am
much interested, for I think I will be able to
catch some of the Gunmen myself. Only an hour
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ago they robbed two young Aml}ricans who lost
their way while taking a ride. They are stopping
at Gila City. You. need say nothing about this,
of course. You just go over to the inn and learn
all you can. Don't be in too much of a hurry
to return. I will look after your children for
you."
• The man was quite willing so he at once set
out, leaving the villain at the little shanty in
anything but an easy frame of mind. It was
rather a long time before the Mexican came
back to the shanty. Duster Mike had smoked
nearly a dozen cigarettes, and he was very impatient. Fortunately, however, the children hewas watching had gone to sleep, so his attention
was not drawn .to them. The sun was setting
when the man came in, and one look at his face
t61d the villainous leader. of the Gunmen that
things were not going altogether right.
"Well?" he said, questioningly. "You have 'l,een
gone long enough to learn a whole Jot. What is
it you have to tell me?"
"I couldn't get away before, senor," was the. reply, with a shake of the head. "I hope I have
not offended you."
"Tell me what you have learned," cried the villain, half angrily.
"It is one of the Gunmen the:y have a prisonez
there. I learned that much."
"What else did you learn?"
.
44
The sheriff and several deputies have gone to
'look for the rest of the Gunmen. The young
American known as Young Wild West went with
them, and a short time ago a senorita and a
Chinaman went also."
"How long ago was this?" demanded Dust01
Mike, his eyes showinl? eagerness.
"Nearly half an hour, senor."
"Why did you not come right back to me?"
"I couldn't very well. Every one over at the
inn are expecting the sheriff and Young- · Wild
West to return with the Gunmen, dead or alive.
It seems the sheriff knew where to look for
them."
"Did you learn where he expected to find the
Gunmen?"
.
"Yes, senor, at your plantation, two miles from
here."
,
The leader of the Gunmen e:ave . vent to an
oath.
"You fool!" he hissed. "Why did you not come
and tell me before? I may lose my life for your
delay."
·
Then without saying another word Duster Mike
hurriedly left the shanty. Finding his horse, he
quickly mounted and struck out at a 11:allop in •
the direction of his little plantation. Only where
the path was dangerous or the thicket too much
for a swift progress did he slacken the pace of
his horse, and at length he reached a high part
of the .woods and caught a glimpse of the opening wherein the plantation was located. There
was nothing to be seen, however, and after he
had remained at a halt a minute. or two he started
ahead again, keeping his steed at a walk. A little
further on lie heard the sound of voices, and
then again he halted. Men were talking excitedly,
and he instantly recognized the vokes as belonging to Americans. His face paled slightly, but
realizing that something had 'happened that would
go dead against him, and feehng that he ought
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Sitting under a tree near the adobe house,
to try his · level best to overcome it, he diswhich was the main building of the four to· be
mounted.
Tying his horse to a nearby tree, he moved seen, they saw three greasers, while at one of the
steadily through the woods in the direction of the . others three more were to be seen. Over at the
voices. He soon reached the edge and then found long shanty-like structure that was used as a
himself within a hundred yards of the small adobe dwelling by those who worked upon the place wer.e
· building that was occupied by those who work~<l two or three women and some children. The scene
upon the plantation. Half a dozen men were sit- was. quite peaceful, and it certainly did not appear
ting upon the ground in idle fashion, while a few as if there was anything wrong going on there.
But the young deadshot kn~w pretty well tl:).at
others were standing about expectantly. The
senor paused a moment and then started toward the Gunmen were there, for he recognized the
them, hoping to find out what they were doing nearest three as having been at the Ranchers'
there. At that. moment he heard something mov- Rest that af~rnoon.
"Sheriff," he said in a whisper, after he had
. ing in the bushes close at him, and, pulling his
looked over the scene pretty well, "I reckon the
_
• gun, he turned that way.
He caught sight of a · human form, as it was best thing W'.e ,can do· is to remain in the woods
hurrying away, and he called · out in a low but a while until I can make an investigation."
"Jest a s you say, Young Wild West," was the
firm voice:
reply. "I'm goin' to leave this part of it to you."
" Halt! I want you."
"All right, tlien. I'll take my two .partners and
"Whattee mattee ?" came the whisper!ld reply,
and Duster Mike instantly recognized the voice we'll strike out and return inside of twenty min. utes. Stay right here and don't let any one see
of Young Wild West's Clever Chinee.
·
you."
"Come here/' he said, "I want to speak to you."
This was agreed upon, so Wild called Charlie
The figure turned in the bushes and came very
· and Jim, and then quickly told them what he
slowly toward him. It was Hop, sure enough.
wanted to do. He was going to creep up cloSt! to
innocently.
asked,
he
mattee?"
"Whattee
the main .building, and Charlie and Jim were to
"Where is Young Wild West?"
get with"He ketchee um Gunmen,'' Was the reply. "He go to the others, as close as they could
out showing themselves. Wh.a t they saw or heard
.
) wantee ketchee you, too, so be."
to report later on. It was decided that
"He'll never catch me," was the quick retort. they were
would not go to the shanty where u-~
"But I've got you all right. You come with me." they
women and children were until the last. Wild
"Where you takee me?" Hop asked, as he step- waited
until his partners had set out, and then .
Iped up to ·within a couple of feet- of the leader again cautioning the sheriff and his men to reI of the villainous gang.
main right where they were, he proceeded to
,;Never mind. You will go with me."
approach the adobe house. · By keeping behind the
Duster Mike had been doing a lot of think- bushes he managed to get up close enough to
\ ing in a very few seconds. It struck him . tha~ hear the thr.ee greasers conversing. One of them
he might be able to get to the adobe house where happened to be Jose, the man who was to escort
he had left the two Americans who had been the t wo prisoners to the road after darkness
robbed by him men. If he could get inside he felt set in. As luck would have it he was talking
that he would be able to hold the sheriff and his about it to his companions at that moment, and
men at bay. Then again, if he could manage to even though the conversation was carried on in
get the Chinaman there with him he would be Spanish the young deadshot understood it ·well
able to dictate terms. • Taking Hop by the arm enough to learn that there were two Americans
he led him to where he had left his horse. Then in the house who had been robbed, and that Duster
he untied the animal, and looping the bridle-rein Mike was responsible for it.
in his arm he continued on sl6wly through the
Beyond that · he could glean nothing that wils
woods and soon struck the path that would lead _w orth while .. He waited there fully ten minutes,
him t o the rear of the place he was so a.nxious and then satisfied that he could learn nothing
to reach. Not a sound could he hear but the further, he turned and went back to where the
voices of the deputies, and he figured that he sheriff an_d his men were waiting. It was not
·
might have an easy time of it,. after all. But lon,g- before Cheyenne Charlie appeared.
just when he thought. the danger line had been
"Did you find out anything, Charlie?" the
passed ' Young Wild West stepped .from behind young deadshot asked, expectantly.
a tree, gun in hand.
" Not much," was the reply. "But there's three
" Glad to see you, Duster Mike!'' the young of the Gunmen over at the buildi'h' you sent me
deadshot said, in his cool and easy way. "Just to. They're actin' as if they ain't feelin' jest
hold up your, hands, or I'll be. compelled to shoot right. From what I could ketch of what they
you."
:was talkin' about they're expectin' somethin' to
" Hip, hi, hoolay!'' cried Hop, moving away happen to 'em.'
from his captor. "Eveiythling allee light now.
"Did you see anything of Du:,;ter Mike?" .
: Misler Wild ketchee um bad gleaser."
"Not a . thing. He ain't there, that's sartin,
unless he was inside. I sorter think he might be
in thE: house you went to."
"He may be i'n there. I didn't venture clm;;e
enough to find out. We'll wait and hear what
CHAPTER IX.-The Gunmen Are Captured.
Jim has- to tell us.'' •
' When You'n g Wild West and his pa"rtners, acIn about five minutes Jim Dart appeared. There
companied by the ·sheriff and his· deputie11, re~ch- was a smile on "his face as he a~proached. "Well.
ed the plantation, they paused at the edge of the Jim," Wild said, looking at him questioningly,
woods and took a survey of what -lay beyond. '.'what is it?".
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. "Duster Mike went back to _the village to look
for the man he sent there to do a little spying,"
was the reply.
"Ahl is that so? I hope he takes a notion to
come back."
"Oh he's coming back all right. The Gunmen
are a1'1 here, · with the exception of the one he
sent over to the· village. It is rather strange he
ba.}m't ·come baclc yet, they think."
"You saw some of the villains who were at
the inn, then?"
. "Only one of them, Wild. There was a woman
there talking to him, and she see!lled to be very
much frightened about somethmg, though I
couldn't understand just what it was."
"All right I Teckon it's about time we got to
work. Ther'e are two Americans "in the adobe
house waiting for darkness to come so they can
be escorted to the -road that will lead' them to
Gila City. They have been robbed by the Gunmen, but the villains intend to let them · go about
their business.''
. "Is that so?" and Jim looked rather surprised. ,
. "Yes that's what I learned. Now then, we'll
let the ~heriff and his men go over to the building
that is no doubt occupied by those working _on the
plantation. They must remain there ·until we have
found out a little more. If we attempt to catch
t.
by force the chances a1·e some of us might
get shot. I r~kon the best thing we can do is
to wait until it begins to grow dark. Sheriff," and
the boy turned to the chief official of the county,
•!you take your men and go over there. The
chances are you won't get much .information from
those you find there, but just take it easy ~nd
wait a while. We'll come back before anythmg
jg done. You can bet all you're ·worth .that we
are going to get the Gunmen. I a?l go1!1g gu~~
ning for them, and my partners will assist m1:.
"All right, Young Wild West,'' and .the s);leriff
promptly gave orders to his men, who mounted
their horses and rode off through the woods.
"Charlie," the young deadshot said, turning to
the scout "Jim .s ays there's only -one man over
w~re he 'was. and that there's a Mexican woman
tl;,re I reckon we'll go over there and take care
of them first. I told the sheriff that nothing
would be done until later on, but I reckon we
may as well ·have the credit of rounding up t.he
Gunmen ourselves. Come on.''
Leaving their - horses in a good hiding place,
the three set out, and in a very few minutes they
reached the outbuilding that Jim had been to but
a short time before. They saw no one at first,
but when they got within fifty feet of it a Mexican came out of the doorway, looking around
anxiously. He was one of the gang who had been
at the inn, and all three knew it right away.
"I reckon-we'll get him, boys,'' the young deadshot said in a whisper. "Come on.''
Then Wild led the way around to the rear of
the building, and, with Charlie and Jim close at
l1i heels, reached the corner at the front. As he
e ;oped around, revolver in hand, the Gunman
turned and saw him. He was about to give a cry
of alarm, but the young deadshot commanded
instantly:
"Silence! One word from you . will mean your
death."
..
Even if the greaser could not understand Eng-
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lish very well, he knew by the boy's manner what
he,.mig}it expec~, so the cry died on his lips.
. We re gunnmg for you fellows,'' Wild said, in
his cool and easy way, as he stepped up and ,disarmed him. "Now then, just step inside here
and permit yourself to be bound.''
Charlie had the necessary cords with him and
in a very short space of time the villain wa; rendered helpless.
"That's one, boys,'' the young deadshot said
smilingly-: "Now then, we'li se.e ,if there are any
more around here.''
All three were inside the building, and as they
turned _to go out they heard footsteps approaching.
Peermg through ·a crack they saw a• Mexican
~oman approac.hing, carrying a kettle from which
steam was commg.
''.Coffee, I reckon,"• the scout ventured, in a
whisper.
'.'Want some, Charlie?" Wild asked, smilingly.
'No, I don't want no greaser coffee.''
They all remained perfectly still; a1<1d the woman came boldly inside. Then Wild turned his
revolver· upon her and said:
"Keep silent, or we'll kill you."
•
The kettle dropped from the woman's hands,
for she was amazed at seeing the Americans
there. She was Theresa, the woman who lived
at. th~ _a dobe house, and had, as Wild said, beea
brmgmg coffee to the man who was stationed
at the building. She knew enough not to make
an outcry, and suffered her hands to
tie<l hehind her.
":I'hat's two of them," Jim spoke up, "though
she's a woman, and can't be called a gunman.''
"She's one of their allies, jqst the same,'' Wild
retorted. "Now ~hen. we'll tie the two of them
here so.they can't get away, and then we'll go on
to the other building.''
·
This was done, and after telling the pair that
if they made_ an outcry they would return and •
shoot them, the three slipped away and soon
reached the other ·building. There were three
of the villains here. They were sitting outside
smoking and talking in low tones. It was not a
dfficult task to surprise and capture them and
once .they got them -inside the villains were quickly bound so they coulq not leave the place.
"Three more!" said Jim, nodding his head approvingly.
They stood there for several minutes, and noticing that the sun was getting lower all the
time, the young deadshot at · length decided to go
ahead with the investigation, as he chose to call
it. There was an open space between the build•ing and the adobe- house, so it was necessary for
them to go back to the woods again in order to
get around to the rear.
Even t)len it would be difficult to cross the
few feet that intervened "without being seen by
the greasers. But Young Wild West was used to
taking all sorts of risks, so leaving his partners
behind the bushes, he crept out and soon reached
the side of the house. There was a window close
at hand, and approaching it, he peered iJ,. Sitting
in a dejected manner on a couch was a Mexican
girl. She seemed to, be in a state of fright, and
the boy thought it wise not to disturb her. He
moved along until he came to another window,
and then peering in he saw the two Americans he
had heai·d spoken of. They appeared to be impatient as well as frightened.
·

be
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Then he showed his face at the window and
"Hello, there!'' the boy c~Hed qut. "You need
called out softly: ,
·
have no fear."
·
· Hello, friends!"
With a startled cry she turned to him, but
The eyes of the Browne brothers were instantly shrank back when she saw it was an American
· 'turned toward him, and seeing that he was on,e of who was speaking to her. I-t took no small amount
their owri race, they eagerly ran to the win- of . persuasion to make the girl come out of the
dow.
house, and when she finally did so, Wild learned
"What's the trouble here, anyhow?" Wild aslced, from her that she was an adopted q.aughter of the
in a very low tone of voice.
Mexicans who lived there, and that she detested
"We've been robbed, and we're waiting until it them because of their dishonest acts and their ~
gets dark, so we can get away. safely," was the legiance to the band that was called the Gunmen.
She went along with him to the long shanty, and
reply.
"Well you needn't wait until it is dark. It will was quickly turned over to the care of Arietta.
Young Wild West was surprised to see her
be half an hour before that happens. Come on
there, though he did not censure her one bit for
now. Just- climb out of the window."
1
The boy was the first to take the opportunity having come. Explan ations followed, and by questioning
Qle
employees
it was learned that they had
•
the young deadshot offered Jiim, and he quickly
crept through the window and dropped to tlie got all the Gunmen but two, one of them being
door opened in Duster Mike, the leader.
ground. At that very moment
"That's all right," our hero said, nodding to the
the rear and one of the Gunmen appeared. He
had caught a glimpse of the boy as he was· going sheriff. "We'll just wait here .until he comes back.
through the window, and he instantly sounded the Keep the prisoners inside the building and make
alarm. Having had his 'revolve"r taken from him, · out that you are taking it easy here as if you
the elder brother was unable to make a resistance, r.eally belonged to the place. I'll take my two
so he drew back into a corner, holdin~ up his partners and we'll be on the watch for Duster
hands. Wild knew that there was gomg to be Mike's return. I ai.1 quite sure he means to come
real trouble now, so taking the boy by the arm, he back.'"
pulled him along, saying:
The three went out, separating so they could
~Get on around to· the back of the building." guard every path that led to the plantation.
"Kill him, kill him!" sho11ted one of the GunIt happened that Wild chose the one near thfi
men. "The American dog must not get away." partners and we'll be on the watch for Duster
"Help!" shouted the frightened boy.
Mike as he came along with Hop a prisoner. The
"Keep still," the young deadshot commanded. rest was easy. A few minutes later Duster Mike
"Go on around there. They won't. kill you."
was ta~en over to the other house, and then all
The greasers came running around the adobe hands · made ready "to return to the inn.
J'W e have got them all but one, but Arietta and
house, shouting with fiendish glee. But what was
their surprise when ~ ung Wild West confronted Hop have said that he's a prisoner at the Ranchthem I There were four of thlµD, for durin'g the ers' Rest, so that makes it all right," Young Wild
absence of the se~or the husband of Theresa had West said, smilingly, as he nodded to the sheriff.
reached the place, and though he was not what "You have had a pretty lucky day sHerlff. We
might be called one of the gang, he was just as have b~n gunning for Gunmen, and we got them
bad as any of them. They paused instantly when all without having to shoot one of them.''
they saw the young deadshot pointing a revolver
"Which is what I call one of the most remarkaat them.
ble things that ever happened," was the reply.
"Hands up!" came the command.
No one else could have done it but you, Youni;,,
Growling like savages, they oowed before him, Wild West. You kin b'rlieve me when I say it.1 ~
but did not do as he said. But Charlie and Jim
"Well, quite a lot has been done, I sui;>pose for
appeared just then, and then finding they had no one of the worst gangs, if I understand 1t rightly,
chance, up went their hands. · Jim disarmed the that has ever been in these parts, has been roundfour quickly enough, and then Gerald Browne, ed up."
having leaped out of the window came around.
"That's dead right.''
He was so delighted when he saw his brother was
They did not disturb those working on the plansafe, and that the villains had been captured, that tation at all, but went on back to the village and
he could not express himself in words.
soon the sheriff had possession of the other man,
"Take it easy," our hero said, in his cool and who was being held a prisoner in the bar-room at
easy way. "I reckon everything is all right now. the inn. The horses of the villains had been taken
You fellows were robbed, but we will see to it that over to Gila City right away. Wild promised the
you get all your money and valuables back: Just sheriff to meet him at that place the following da7,
assist in taking the prisot\ers along with my part- and also the two Browne brothers, and he kept his
ners. I want to go into the house and see some word. He was made a great hero by the whole
one. Charlie, as soon as you have taken these population of the town, but such things were old
fellows to the sheriff, tell him to go on over to to him, so he merely declared that it was on_e of
the place where the employee of the plantation the things that happen in every-day life, and told
are living, and then go back and get the other them to let it go at that.
~
prisoners and take them there, too,'.'
Wild waited until he saw them off, and then he
went around to the window through which he had
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CHAPTER XVIII.-( continued)
"What do you want?" demanded Percy, with an
insulting stare.
,
. "I want to borrow a length of your hose," said
Tom, as politely as was possible under the circwnstances.
"Well, you've got a gre~t nerve," ~eplied the
aristocratic young academyite haughtily.
"You've got several lengths ieft unused on your
:reel, and it is necessary that we should h~f one
more length so we can't work to advantage, per1isted Tom, very much annoyed by Jewett's attitude.
,
"Then borrow it somewhere else. You cant borrow any of our hose, do you understand'!"
"You know we can't cet any fire-hose in town
even if there was time to send for it," remonstrated Tom. "We've got to have a length of your
hose or we can't do any good here. The other
hydrant is too far away."
"Well, why don't you go home, then'! I never
did think you fellows amounted to much, anyway."
"Look here, Percy Jewett, can't you listen to
reason? Don't you see that the longer you argue
this matter the ·worse it will be for us to put out
this fire?"
"We can attend to this fire without any of your
helo, Tom Sedley."
•1Then you won't let us have the length of
hose?"
·
"No, I won't," said Percy, turning away to give
80me order to his lads.
,
Quite a bunch of people had gathered about
the two lads, and various uncomplimen tary remarks were hurled at Percy Jewett as he walked
off.
"Why don't you take what you want, Tom Sedley?" said an outsider.
"That's right," spoke up another spectator.
"It's a pretty thing if our property is to be endangered by a little hop-o -my-thumb like that
dude."
"Grab hold here," yelled a third. "We will
yank all the hose off that reel in a brace of
.shakes!"
"Leave that hose reel adone I" sputtered Percy,
rushing up with his trumpet flourishing in the
air .
. "Go to grass, will you?" said a stout butcher
boy, a candidite for member ship on Volunteer No.
1, a s he began hauling out the hose.
· "Nick Nipple!" shouted Percy, "where are
you?"
But Nipple was on the other side of the burning house, planting a ladder against a second11tory window.
"Waddie Barnes!" hailed Percr. "Tell the fellows at the engine to come here.'

The "fellows" at the engine were workln,r away
like dear life at the pump, and it was ridiculous
to suppose that, under the circumstance s, they
WO\lld obey such a peculiar order. At any rate,
they didn't come, and Percy was as mad as a
March hare.
- "Let go that hose!" he yelled at the butcher
boy, who by this time had almost half a length
unwouna.
The crowd jeered and taunted Percy.
"This is all your ·doings, you loafer!" exclaimed
the foreman of Washington engine to Tom Sedley,
who had just ordered two of his boys to hel1> the
young butcher and to uncouple one length.
"I accept the responsibility ," replied Tom, wit!l
dignity.
That only made Percy madder than ever.
He hated Tom bitterly, and to think that such
a fellow should dare to take the hose over which
he, Percy Jewett, had supreme control was a little
more than he could stand.
With an unreasoning fury in his eyes he rushed
up to Tom Sedley arid struck him on the head with
his splendid trumpet.
The blow-sent tne boy's fire-hat spinning,
. Torn was not a fighter, but his patience had ·a
limit.
. So· he promptly knocked Percy Jewett down,
to the great delight of the crowd.

CHAPTER XIX.
What Tom ·sedley Did And What Percy Jewett;
Didn't DQ.
'
"Py shingerl Dot's der dickets I" chirped
Mezer Suppergreenz , with a grin of satisfactfon.
' Give him another one," suggested a voice in
the crowd.
"Punch the dude in the eye!" warbled another
bystander approvingly.
Percy scrambled to his feet white with rage.
"I'll kill you, you loafer!" he shouted, rushing
at Tom again.
.
·. "You kil~ nodings, I pe~ y_ou," said Meyer, putting out his foot and tr1ppmg Jewett up in the
dust amid a roar of laughter.
Percy floundered about for a moment in blind
fury, and then he got up again. He threw his
trumpet at Tom, but his aim was poor, and it .
struck the :(oung butcher in place of the foreman of Volunteer No. 1.
That was unfortunate for the young aristocrat.
The butcher was a fighter from away back,
and he objected to bein&' made a target of.
He went for P ercy m such an energetic way
that the dude wa a sight to look at when he
picked himself up out of the dirt five minutes
later.
The crowd, which had been disgu sted by his
mean tactics, jeered him unmercifully.
In the meantime Tom had got the borrowed
hose properly attached onto the long length of
the town engine's hose, and a stream of water
was at once turned on with good effect.
Both engine companies were doing excellent
work by this time and were duly encouraged by ,
the crowd of onlookers.
. Percy Jewett was the only one out of action.
and he wasn't missed.
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He went over to his father's house, and complained to the old gentleman.
'
He laid all the blame on Tom Sedley's shoulders; and his father, believing his artful story,
promised to ·b ring the matter to the attention of
the town council.
'
Then Percy felt better. He washed up, br.u:,hed his clothes, and returned to boss his own
crowd with hi~ battered trumpet under His arm.
When you hunt for trouble you can easily find
it.
Percy wasn't satisfied with the share he had
already got. He was achi,ng to get back at Tom.
As there was no one to interfere, the smart
young foreman of Volunteer No. 1 had btlen directing operations at the fire, and his advice
and directions had been so sensible that even Nick
,. Nipple, in the absence of his chief, had not kicked
against him. The result was both of the companies were pulling together in fine shape, and
everything was going on swimmingly when Percy
came on the scene again.
The crowd recognized and hooted him, and
several small boys threw dirt at him.
Altogether Percy's popularity, if he ever had
any, which we very much doubt, was on this occasion at a very low ebb.
"Shoot the trumpet!" shouted a little boy derisively.
Percy scowled and shook his fist at him.
At that moment Tom Sedley, covered with cinders and begrimed with smoke, for he had daringly ventured into the burning house to plant his
hose to better advantage, came up and gave some
directions to the lads working Wa$ington engine.
"Don't pay any attention to that loafer!" yelled
Percy, rushing up to his own machine.
"I say, Spencer," said Tom, ignoring Percy, "I
think you'd better turn one of your streams into
the attic."
"All right, Tom, if you say so," agreed •the
academy lad.
"You'll do nothin11: of the kind, Frank Spencer,"
said Percy, .,Pushing Tom rudely aside. "You're
under my orders, do you understand?"
"Then," said Tom, quietly, "you'd better order
a stream to be turned where I suggested. If you
go around at the back you can see for yourself."
But Percy didn't want to see for himself when
so requested by Tom Sedley.
"I know my business, and I want you to keep
your mouth out of my affairs," he said, sourly.
"Then why don't you get busy. The fire lias
got twice the start it ought to have had with your
engine so soon on the ground."
"I don't want any advice from you. I'm running
Washington engine to suit myself."
"Then all I've got to say is your management
is pretty rank."
For a moment it looked as if Percy was going to
strike the young foreman of Volunteer No. 1, but
he thought better of it, and contented himself with
a look that would have done credit to a fourthrate stage villain. Then he turned on his heel
much to Tom's relief, who felt that such exhibitions were decidedly out of place under the cir.romstances.
Notwithstanding Percy's counter orders, Frank '
Spencer had turned a stream of water into the
attic of the burning dwelling, which action seemed an indication that he had little respect, some-

t

times a t any rate, for the commands of his own
foreman.
As a matter of fact, the academy boys were beginning to tire of the autocratic methods of Percy
Jewett, and the chances were that at the next election a new foreman would be invited to look after
the movements of the school apparatus.
When Percy left Tom Sedley in the street he
started toward the blazing house to do a little
bossing on his own hook.
He paused for a moment beside a hose, the
nozzle of which was held by Will Drake, and
pointed up the stairs of the hall, where the flames
were trying to get a hold, but which the energetic
work of Tom Sedlev had jJO far prevented.
"Take your hose· l!P tl\at ladder, Will Drake," Percy ordered, "and point her in at that window."
"What'll I do that for?" objected Drake. "Can't
you see what I'm doing? --It's as much as I can do
with this one stream to keep the flames :from
eating their way down those stairs."
"Are you going to do what I say?"
"Do you want the whole house to go 1 with those
valuable paintings and the fine furruture, when
by holding out here we may save the lower floor?'•
"Who told you to stand here?''
· "Tom Sedley."
That settled it.
'Take the hose up that ladder or l'H send some.
body else up."
"What's the trouble?" asked the owner of the
house, coming up at that moment.
Drake explained matters and the gentleman
thought that the chances of saving the lower floor
were good as long as the fire could be confined
above the stream managed by Drake, and he requested him to stay where he was till he received
other orders.
"I'll fix you for this, Will Drake," said Percy,
with a scowl as he walked off.
"Fix nothing," muttered Will, looking after
him.
The fire was now under control, thanks to Tom
Sedley's untiring efforts in the right direction.
His judgment was good, while he was here
there, and everywhere studying the situation, and
varying his plans as occasion called for to meet ~
each fresh emergency.
Percy Jewett, on the contrary, thought only of
,impressing his authority on all those with whom
he came into contact. If he ran up a ladder it was
only to view the blaze from a safe distance, make
some spectacular motions with his trumpet, which
amounted to nothing, and then run down again to
appear at some fresh point.
No "wonder then that even the academy lads
r ecognized Tom Sedley as the boss of the whole
fire department of Oakland.
By midnight the fire was out, and the last to
leave the place were the smoke-begrimed Suppegreenz, Sandy McGuire and Tom Sedley.
For the next ten days the young firefighters attached to Volunteer No. 1 were busy reh-earsin(t
the show billed for the 21st of the month.
While it was true that Tom Sedley wasn't much '
of an expert at stage business, he had the advantage of good common sense, and the rehearsals
conducted under his direction were quite as effec•
tive, for amateurs, as could reasonably be expected,
(To be continued}.
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GOOD READING
NEW

1

l SLANDS DISCOVERED BY JAPANESE EXPLORER
The newspapers report that a group of _mo:e
than ten coral islands, the total value of which 1s
estimated at about 200,000,000 yen, has been discovered in the South Seas by a Japanese explorer,
M. Inouye.
.
d
The Japan Geographical Society has starte
a technical survey of the islands, it is said. They
are situated about 350- sea miles off Mindanao
Island, Philippines, and the actual position will
be made public after the discovery is reported to
the International Geographic Association, states
Mr. Inouye.
·
.
The coral islands are not described 1n the sea
eharts and the largest one is reported to be some
15 mil~s in circumference. They are uninhabited.

RAPID EATING MAY CAUSE CANCER
High-pressure living and hasty eati~g: of the
modern American is causing a decided mcrease
in the development of cancer in the oesophagus,
it was annpunced at the mid-an~ual ~eeting of
the Radiological Society of North Amenca.
The announcement was made by Dr. J. B. Os:siond of Cleveland, in a paper which ~e read,
entitled "Obstruction of the Oesophagus. '
"Prolonged nervous strain and gulping of
food " said Dr. Osmond, "such as many American
busi;ess men experience today, is highly dangerous. It is apt to produce what is known as. cardiospasm whtm the nerves do not co-ordinate
and whe~ food which is swallowed does · not get
into the stomach but is retained in. the oesophagus. This expa1;1ds somet~es unt~l !ls much_ as
a quart of food 1s held by 1t. The victim experiences great discomfort, which is often er:01;1eously
attributed to indigestion. The channel 1s mfl~ed, frequently resulting in cancer, wherEl there 1s
a tendency teward that disease.
Dr Osmond declared that so far as had been
dete~ined, cancer is not contagious, but is rather
IUl inherited tendency, the cancer cropping out
when conditions, such as the irritation of the
oesphagus, are favorable for evil cell develop~ent.
"Gulping food alone may cause cancer, he
said "by irritation. In addition, many cases of
can~er develop because children, when playing
about the house swallow some household p~epa~ation containing alkali, such as lye, caus ng mflamation."
WHISTLING A BLACK ART
In Iceland whistling is forbidden a s a breach
of the divine law, says one of those little paragraphs which newspaper editors put at the bottom
of columns. But there are many other places besides Iceland where whistling is frowned down
mp~~~~
•
For example, in the dressing of a theatre. It
:foredooms a play if any one whistles within hearing of the players who are "making up'( for the
first performance, according to a very old theatrical superstitution. On shipboard you must
not whistle unless you want to bring on a gale
of wind. You may whistle just a little in a calm,
if you wish for a bit of wind, but sailors believe

you are likely to get much more than you. want.
Whistling after dark is regarded as unlucky in
some parts of England. Any one who catches
himself whistling at night must stop immediately
and walk three times around the nearest house.
The propitiatory walk is hard if the house happens to be one of those castles surrounded by
a moat; English miners hold that at no time of
day should you whistle in a mine· doing so "is
sure" to bring on a cave-in, -an expiosion or other
form of disaster.
Among the races which resent all whistling are
the Arabs. They say that it is inspired by the
Evil One, and that it takes forty days to purify
the mouth of the whistler.
Five years ago the Governor o:( Guam, our little
island possession in the Pacific, issutXI an edict
against- whistling on that Island-presumably in
deference to a prejudice •of the natives against ·
the practice.
I

MYTHICAL BIRDS OF PREY LONG ILLUSION
OF MAN
The early regard of man for the in-eat birds
of prey is reflected in the mythology of ~11.IlY
lands. · The legend of the roe or rukh is widely
spread in ancient tales
Arabia, Persia and
India. The best known of these tales is found
in the story of Sinbad the Sailor, says "Tlte
Mentor."
·
Another incident taken from the Arabian
Nights relates to the size of the roe's eggs, which
voyagers mistQok for a dome, "white, shining,
glistening, more than 100 cubits high."
Though the roe now appears to be purely a
myth, Marco Polo reported -that Madagascar was
the home of the roe, and in his .account of his
thirteenth, century journeyings he states that
the great khan of the Tartars dispatcj'Ied two
messengers to the island, who brought back with
them a large feather, nine spans long and two
spans wide. In form, Marco Polo said, the roe
resembled the eagle, though incomparablv greater in size, being so strong as to seize!' an elephant with its talons and lift it into the air, from
whence it lets it fall to the ground, in order that
when dead it may prey upon the carcass."
In 1851 two gigantic eggs and swne fragments
of bird bones were found on the island of Madagascar, and for a time the accounts of ll)onster
birds of other days seemed to have verificatton.
Unfortunately investigation showed that while
the rem~ins were undoubtedly those of colossal
birds, these birds were related to the ostricl'les
and were incapable of flight.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST

out a fairly savory stew. This is a sort of community mess, being apportioned among two or
three families who live together and share a common kettle. Each person helps himself, men first,
of course, using clam shells for spoons. Gourds
a.e drinking cups and fruit is passed in baskets,
crudely woven of grass, and unpatterned."

LAUGHS
~oe-Is Gill a good judge of cigars? Moe-I
thmk he must be. He had two last night and he
gave me one. He must have kept the best one.
"Does young Jiggsby come by his erratic temperament naturally!" "Yes; his mother was a
grand opera singer and his father was a lefthanded pitcher."
"The baseball player ought to be able to manage
his business." "Why?" ~e has several thousand people handing him advice all through his
business hours."

DEF ACED COINS
Bing-I understand that Shmeltz is lazy. BiffMillions of 1 and 5 cents pieces are defaced in
the United States annually, and the number of Lazy I You betl Why, when he spanks his child
these coins returned to be remelted at the Phila- he lays a carpet over the kid so that he- can do two
deh>hia mint in five years would fill five trains jobs at once.
of. fifty-six cars each, holding 50,000 pounds to
Tramp-Please, mum, I'm a Belgian xefugee. •,
the car.
Lady-Are you 7 Mention a town in Belgium.
Tramp (cogitating a moment)-! would, mum, but
RIVER OF DOUBT FISHED BY INDIANS they have all been destroyed.
WITH ARROWS
Fishing in the South American wilderness is
Officer (to wounded soldier)-So you want me
not done in the accepted American manner with to read your girl's letter to you? Pat-Sure, sir·
some
and
arrow,
and
bow
hook• and line, but with
and as it's rather private will you please stuff
of the Indians in the jungles between the River some cotton wool in your ears while ye read it?
such
are
Doubt
of
of Death and Roosevelt's River
good shots that they never miss. When they hit
"Villain, I defy you," said the heroine, drawing
the fish they jump into the river and carry the herself
full height. "Do your worst." "Don~
prize to the shore. This method of fishing is des- ask himtotoher
do that, miss," pleaded a voice from the
cribed in an article entitled "Discoveries on the gallery. "His
acting is bad enough as it is."
River of Death," written for "The World's Work''
·
by Francis Gow Smith.
Fogarty (a moderate drinker)-1'11 bet ye th"°
"As a sherman the Caraja Indian is in a class
by himself," writes Mr. Smith. "Instead of using . Rooshians are beginnin' t' feel th' loss iv vodka.
hook and line he shoots fish with the bow and flaherty (warmly)-Don't ye lose any slape over
arrow, a difficult feat which truces to the utmost 1t. Mar-rk me wor-ruds, they'll retake it again
his skill with that weapon and· also his ability to before long-.
handle a canoe. Their canoes are dug-outs, made
by burning out the inside of trees, and are someMother (at party)-Why did you allow young
times more than thirty feet long. In these they Saphead to kiss you in the conservatory? Daughwill follow a prize fish for hours, maneuvering the ter-Why, maw! Mother-Oh, you needn't "why
boat to a position which will enable them to get a maw," me. One side of his nose is powdered, and
likely shot. Many of the fish are beautifully one side of yours isn't.
marked and colored, so it is no trouble to trail
'them up or down the river. When the Indian
"Hello I That you, dearie?" said a familiar voice
has made a lucky shot he unhesitatingly dives into
the water and captures his fish-often nearly as over the phone. "Don't keep dinner waitins;, for
me. I'm detained at the office." "All right,' re·
big ·as he is.
"Often the squaw accompanies her husband, plied wi«ey, cheerfully. "What was the score la
and it is her job to keep the fire burning on some the .first game?"
sand in the prow of the canoe. If she does not go
Mr. Gotham-I see the smallest cows in th~
with him she meets him on his return and carries
the catch and his weapons up the hill. Then she world are found in the Samoan Islands. The
cleans the fish with ' a clam shell and cooks it in average weii?ht does not exceed 150 pounds. They
a big clay pot which sits out of doors, usually are about the size of the Merino sheep. Mrs.
ou three stones, which mark the corners of the Gotham-Do you suppose, dear, that is where
fu,e.. She puts in herbs and vegetables and turns they J?;et the condensed milk'?
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CURRENT NEWS
,
MONEY MACHINE REVIVED
_John Koposa, proprietor of a drinking place,
Niagara Falls, N. Y., was, swindled out of $2,500
by two strangers who demonstrated to him a
m~hine which they asserted would double the
amount of money placed in it, according to a report . made to headquarters detectives. Koposa
was mduced to ,place the $2,500 in the machine.
The strangers left the machine with Koposa
and_ were to return to take the money from the
device. When. they did not appe!lr Koposa broke
open the machme and found only newspaper clipp.mgs.

MOUNT SHASTA GETS WARMER
Unusual conditions in the viciQ.ity of Mount
ShJ?,Sta, near Redding, Ont., have given rise to the
belief among many that the old crater is getting
ready for volcanic activity.
_Inve~tigations by the United States Bureau of
F1sher1es show that water of the McCloud River
is four degrees warmer than normal· that the
surface of Mount Shasta •is warmer than usual•
th~t th_e mud flow is increasing, and that grass
~ymg m meadows much earlier than usual. Heat
in the depths of the mountain is believed to be the
cause of the peculiar conditions.

i;

FIND MASTODON SKELETON
The skeleton of a mastodon believed to be in an
almost perfect state of preservation has been dircovered near the plant site of the Orange and
Rockland Light and Power Company at Monroe,
near Middletown, N. Y., by excavators.
R. W. Sm~th,. Pl"esident of the company, ordered the d1ggmg halted pending arrival of
scientists from the New York Museum of Natural History.
One of the laborers uncovered a heavy piece
of bone which later was found to be a tooth of
the monster. The tooth is eight inches long and
she:. inches wide. Another tooth and also the skull
was uncovered.

. SOMETHING ABOUT ICELAND
lcela.nd has been a sovereign state since 1918
united with Denmark · under the sovereignty of
King Christian X, is an island situated in the
North Atlantic Ocean, 500 miles north of Scotland and 180 miles east of Greenland. It lUls an
area of 89,709 square miles _and a pop~lat~on in
1920· of 94,690. The population of ReykJavic, the
capital, is about 17,000. Throughout the year the
climate is cold, raw and variable--frequently
snowy-and the people make a living chiefly
through fishing, the codfishing industry being the
most important iri the world. They grow potatoes,
turnips and hay and raise sheep, cattle, goats and
the Iceland ponies. Besides fish the exports inclu.ne horses, sheep, wool, skins, hides, tallow,
eiderdown, and salted meat. About six-sevenths
of the total area of Iceland is unproductive, and
only one-quarter per cent of the island is cultiated. Iceland's mineral wealth has been · but
Jittle developed, and there are no manufactures.
The language is Icelandic, which is clooely reated to the Anglo-Saxon of olden times.

.
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PULVERIZED COAL MAY REPLACE OIL
An invention which may alter the development
of the oil-burning type of steamship and bring the
burning of coal back as the principal fuel for the
operation of vessels has been explained to the
Shipping Board.
The new system, which is the invention of G.
H . Kaemmerling, head of the research department of the Fuller-Lehigh Company, has as its
principal unit the "pit furnace." A special feature calls for the utilization of a coal crusher on
board ship. This will pulverize bituminous coal,
which is then •conveyed to the furnace by an apparatus that will feed it under a blower system
to four burners, two of which are on opposite
sides of the furnace. Fuel passing through these
burners will form a flame spiral which will give
complete ignition.
One of the important features of the new system is economy. Fuel oil now sells at $15 a ton,
whereas bunker coal is qµoted at $5 a ton. With
the new plan the poorest quality of bituminous
coal may be used. The method of having the coal
crushed on board is to eliminate danger of spontaneous combustion.
The invention insures the utilization of 80 per
cent of the heat thrown off by the coal, whereas
the ordinary coal furnace wastes at least 25 per
cent of its energy.

-----

NEW GIANT NEBULAE IN THE HEAVENS
Two clouds of white hot gases, each so vast as
to be capable of engulfing not only the solar system but many of the nearest stars as well, have
~een found in two different parts of the sky, according to an announcement by Prof. Harlow
Shapley, director of the Harvard College Observatory. One is in the Great Magellanic Cloud, a
luminous area in the constellation of Dorado 'resembling a detached piece of the Milky Way. It
can only be seen from points. in the Southern
Hemisphere, but the other one is in the constellation of the Triangle, which is visible in our
northern skies in the early winter. It is connected with a spiral nebula, Messier 33.
Both of these objects have been known for some
, time, although they are only visible with a large ·
telescope and are known only by their numbers
in the new ieneral' catalog of such objects. The
southern one is referred to by astronomers as N.
G. C. 2070 and the other as N. G. C. 604. Determinations of their actual size, however; have ·
only been made possible by recent determinations
of their distances.
Using these measures of the distances, it is
found that the diameter of N. G. C. 2070 is 264
light years and for N. G. C. 604 it is 198 light·
years, so that if the earth were placed at the
center of either one not only would the sun and
planets of the solar system be included in it but
so also would a large number of stars we see in
the sky. Both objects are much greater -than the
more familiar gaseou.s nebulae, such as the one ·
in Orion, which is only about three light years
in diameter, less than the distance from us to the
nearest known star.

•
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FROM .ALL POINTS

.THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76
Tales of the Revolution

.

-

"DOLLAR DOWN" WINS BERLIN.
German retailers are- awakening to the possil>ility of a irreat extension of business through
sales on the instalment plan. Some of them are
sending a special commission to· the United
States to study the methods in this country. Before the World War buying on the instalment
plan was frowned upon by the German aristocrats as the wrong way to do business.
The inflation period and the change in the
economic situation, however, have -upset this
nrejudice, but retailers thus far have •been unwilling to sell extensively on time, because they
lack the facilities to protect themselves against
swindlers, such as getting proper information of
the credit rating of pros11ective customers.

•

•

GOLD FROM. MERCURY EXPERIMENT
IS FIZZLE
The formula, if it ever existed, of ancient alchemists for turning baser metals into gold apparently died with them. So reported the Scientific American, disclosing the failure of investigators, after nearly a year's research, to turn
mercury into gold, as Prof. Adolph Miethe, German chemist, declared he had done.
Practically, the repo1t says, the metamorphosis
. is impossible. Theoretically, removal of one unit
of positive electric charge from the nucleus of a
1anercury atom, or insertion of one additional elec! tron, might reveal the alchemists" secret.
Financed by the Scientific American, investi_µ-ations were made at the Washington Square
branch of New York University by Prof. H. H.
Shelley, physicist, and Roger S. Estey, who
-i-eported failure in three attempts, using Prof.
Miethe's method of heating mercury, inside a
quartz vessel, by a - specially designed electric
lamp.

POPPING OF CORN CAUSED BY MOISTURE
IN KERNEL
The reaso~ for the popP.in~ of _popcorn i_s th~t _it
contains moisture, says 'Scientific Amencan m
answer to· an inquiry. When the coin is heated
over the fire this moisture is turned into steam.
Owing to the fact that the kernel of the corn is
surrounded by a hard, dense shell this steam cani,JIOt escape. Therefore, the pressure rises, and
when this pressure more than equals the strength
of the shell the corn literally explodes. As a
check on this phenomenon, if you wil~ try to P<,>P
~ome corn which has been slowly dned you will
•tind it does not pop.
Refering to the physical changes the cells of
.the-kernel containing moisture simply explode.
The puffing of rice and wheat is done according
to ' the Anderson patents. · The moist grain is
heated to a high temperature under pressure.
"I'he result is a sudden explosion of the steam and
.eas inside the grains. The nutrition division of
he Department of Agriculture has made numerus tests regatding the digestibility of puffed or
~ 011ped corns.
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HERE AND THERE
TORTOISE CAN'T HEAR
Tortoises are either deaf or stupid, according
to PopuT,a;,• Science M<Y11,thly. Most water snakes
cannot hear at all, but land snakes often have
acute hearing. These interesting conclusions
were reached by Ryo Kuroda of the College of
Niigata, Japan, after extensive experiments with
reptiles.
ALONG FENCE
Stretching across Western Australia is a rabbittight fence, said to be the longest in the world.
It extends for a distance of 1,200 miles, ,vi.thout a
break, except for gates. It begins. in the tempe1·ate Tegions and ends in the tropics, and sometimes
for nearly a hundred .miles it never passes a human habitation. The fence is divided into see•
tions, each of which is under the control of an
inspector. These inspectors have boundary riders,
whose duty ~t is to constantly ride up and down
their section of the long barrier, and keep it in
effective condition. Since the fence was erected
it has prevented hordes of rabbits from overrunning and devastating the region beyond.
SECRET OF SLEEP UNSOLVED
An American doctor has been trying to find a
substitute for sleep. Speed has been the cry of
ivilization these many years and this particular
octor believed that, if he could find some substi•
te for sleep, man's span of activity would be
nsiderably lengthened. He calculated that we
pend about one-third of our lives in more or less
consciousness and that the average man of fil
ears has been asleep for seventeen years. The
octor thinks the world would be more "advanced"
f this seventeen years were spent in actual prouction, so he tried to evolve a pill, or powder, or
ose of medicine that would perform the miracles
f sleep. He failed.
But he did discover some interesting facts about
leep in the course 'of his research. He found
at a given period of sleep is more benencial in
ilent than in noisy places. By some means,.
oise offsets to a certain degree the good that
leep performs. The question of ust what that
good' is has puzzled scientists for generations.
e common idea is that while man sleeps his
dy is being overhaul~d and made ready for the
ork of the next day. In a way, this is true, but
is not the whole truth. The new knowledge of
lee11 places its value far abo'l[e that.
The brain contain vast numbers of cells, each
f which is related to some part of the body. The
wer of the entire body depends upon the
ength of all of the brain cells. Until recently
ry little wa knoV{ll of these cells. They were
udied under the microscope and clearly seen.
hey were stained with various dyes so that they
owed up quite clearly against the rest of the
matter. Then it was noticed that sometimes
e cells did not strain so well or so darkly as at
her times. They were pale and indistinct inead or being clear and dark. Some substance
hich the cells that stained well contained was
sent from the cells that stained badly and disctly.

Harry Glick "The American Sandow," says-

EVERYBODY CAN BE STRONG!

$1·00

ONLY

Will Bring You At Once The Greatest
Course In the World For

HEALTH - STRENGTH and
DEVELOPMENT
SEND FOR IT NOW!
Harry Glick
1476 Broadway, New York City
Dear Sir: I enclose 10c for which send me at
oncP your course tor ll<•ulth- Strength and De\'elopment.
Name . . ................ . ............. . ........ . . . . .
Addr~ss ..............•................••.......•.
City . . ...... . ...... . ....... State ........... . ..... .

Old Money Wan'ted
WUI pny $100 for 181H Dim(', S. ~lint.. $50.00
for 1013 LIIJcrty Ilenll Nickel (not llulfalo) .
Jllg ,prPmiums pnld for nil rare coins. Send
4c for Large Coln Folller. ~lay mean much
profit to you.
NUMISMATIC CO .. Dept. 486 Ft. Worth, Tex.
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Show Card Lettering
Learn at Home
HER.E is the very course you need if yo~ ~ · The~e is no doubt that Show Card
want to get a good paying position as a: Lettering" and Sign . Lettering offer a
Show Car.d Letterer or Sign Letterer, real opportunity to ambitious men and
or have a business of your own. This wom,en. Just mark a.n d mail the cou-,
course is complete and practical and pon and we'll gladly send you a booklet ·
especially arranged to meet the needs of telling all about the I. C. S. course in
the student who studies .at home. It was Show Card Lettering, or any other subwritten by E:L. Koller, Principal of the ject in·which you are interested.
School of Art of the International CorINTERNATIONAL CORREBl'ONDENCE SCHOOLS
respondence Schools, member of the
Box 449 l•D, s,ranton, Penna.
.
'
COit or oblt1atton on my part. pJeue tell •• bo,r I
American Federation of Arts, and The enWithout
au&Utr for the l)()llltion or 1n the 1ubject before which I haft
X:
an
m&rlr:ed
National Society of Craftsmen.
• SHOW CARD LETTERING
~Saleemanahlp
Bu1lneaa Management
Mr.- Koller has had twenty years'
Ad,ertilln•
Industrial Manarement
8
Better Lettere
Personnel 0rganlzatlon
teaching experience, and his success . in
French
Traffic Management
helping · other men and women is an
Tn,!nir
~~~.~~!~;P~r~
Ba.nklns Law
!;:'.;'
:~:~1~
Ct,11 Sonlce
Aocoun1anc7(1oclulilnaC.P•.L)
Railway Mall Clert
Nicholson Coot Accountln1
indication of what he can do for· you. ·
~';:~~ht~~:i~f.oela
H. L.· Wood, a clerk, made more • :~:.~~~etary
• Illuetratlnr
·
Spanl•h
, TECHNICAt AND INDU8tRIAL COUR8£8
than $700 "on the side" before he had
JArchltect
Electrlcal Enrinoerlnc
Arch1tect1t Blueprlnta ·
Electric LtghUnw
completed his wurse and also won $125
Contractor and BuUdar
Mechanical Engineer
Architectural Drattamt.•
Dratteman
Mechs.nlcal
in prizes. Harry William Lord writes
Builder
Concrete
Machtne Shop Practice
~Structural En,tneer
Railroad Poattlons
that he has more than doubled his salary
110
~,r.~•CJXt!~~tli.
'
8r:i?i\l~~~.~f•(•
OAtrpJane Englnea
surve,1n, and M~plng
as a result of studying this I. C. S. eourse
BA.grlculture and Poultrr
• Mlnlnr
Metallu-r,ry
!ktbemaUcs
Steam Ena!noerln& • Radio
in spare time. William Whitman, a
former wagon builder, now has a sign
Name ...............- .................................,., ....................
painting business of his own and is earn81NII
ing nearly three times as much as he did ,&.ddreN
. ......... ..................................................................................before enrolling with the International
Clt7 ..........- ........ ,_,,_........._ ............ .Stat•............ ............... _,,, ............,
Correspondence Schools.
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RADIO
"RECORDS"

An innovation
i,n broadcasting
was recently announced by the
Vienna press. It
is the invention
by the Austrian
scientist and X;,:ay expert, Moreno Levy, and the
engineer, Frank
Loerltzo, w h i c h
they say makes
possible the fixing of broadcast
sounds, as if by a
gramaphone record and t h e
rendering of them
later at will any
number of times~
· The principal
J>art of the . invention consists
of disks on which
the · broadcast
sounds . are recorded by a
s pi r a 1 consisting, n _o t ._of
deeper or shallower impressigns
as on a gramaphone record, but
1 i n e of points
m O r e . or Jess
11trongly magnetized according to
the strength or
quantity of t he
sound.
It is also possible to run dov.rn
only certain parts
of this record,
· ,:;' kipping others.
The disks are demagnetized by a
s i mp 1 e process
and may be u se~
again.
The inventors
do not . declare
they h a ve di scovered any new
-principle, b u t
h ave combined
known elements
j n t O
something
decidedly novel.
The i nvention ,
it is st ated , will
l_i.ave an _impo:i:tant b earing on
wireless
transmission of pictures an d on
"wireless s i g nals."

LITTLE .ADS

Write to Rim & Kin.11L· Acwwtiait111_Offi#,ea, 680 Bn_a dway, ]vew Y01"k City, o-r 2~
Eaet Madi110t& Street, CA1ea110, for partiol&lar• a6eut adywtiatt1t1 i11 thia ma11azit1e

IF

AGENTS WANTED
veu ~ ' ANT S96 A WEEK, a · pe rmanent

buslnes~. an honest company. and an Essex
coach. without a cent of expense, write now.
I nred 100 men and women quick to take
orders tor J"ennlngs hosiery. Do n't delay.
Send postcard now for detalle. The Frank
B. J"e nnlngs Co., Dept. L -224, Dayton , Ohio.
S150.00 TO s,t00.00 WEEKLY . selling Stut

Rite Switch tor Fords. To start car just
retard ·spark lever: eaves bendlx a nd starter
t rouble; secure demonstrator : write toda(.
fdr plan anti proof of $1,810.00 monthl v profi .
Dept. 1115, !\'atlonal Sales Co., Jnc.,Co!n, Iowa.

NO COHPETITiON selling spectacles , guaranteed to satisfy. only. $3.98.
Pay dally. We deliver collect.. Nearly everyboc'iy buys. $10.00 • $26.00 dnllv eeey. True
Flt Optlcal Co., CW117, 1528 W. Adams St.,
Chicago, Ill.

AGENTS:

AGENTS-WRITE Jl'OR FJIBf 8.&.JIPLE• .

8ell Madi.on "Better-Kade
ahlrt• tor
larce Manufacturer. direct to wearer. No
· capital. or experience requlrNt. Many earn
1100 weekly and bonna. l,ladlaon llfcra.,
II03 Broadway. New York.
·

NEW CAJD:RA taltea and flnl • he• photo•
In one minute. Malle moneT aelllntr camor taldn,r photo• . Jr:xcln•ITe terrltor:,.

era • ,

Cro~n Co.. Dept. ~. Norwalk•. Conn.

MARRIAGE PAPJIIR--20th y.ar. Bl,r l1• ue
with de• crtptlon,. pheto•• name • and- ad•
'1ret1•e•.' 21\ cents. No other tee. Bent • eel.cl.
Box 1281J. •• lletltoa, Xa• I.

photo1rraph1. dlrec!tol'J uid
4e• crlJJtlon• of wealtlly member•.
Pa:,
when m11rrled. New Plan Co., Dept. lM.
tcane1ts City, Mo.

MARBT-Free

PRETTY GIRLIE, wealthy, but oh so lo11e•
som e. L eague, Box 39, Oxford, Fla.
lll.&.BRT-MA.RIAOIC

DIKECTO'IIY

Big pay,
experlPnce u_n neceesary, t>aelly learned, 17
to 4~. write Earl Wilcox. 1407 Lafayette Ave,
BE. Grend Rapids, Mich.

whll

photo• and c1 .. ecrtptton1 free. Pav wllen
m• rrt.. d. Tb• Jlhrelian,:e, Dept. MIS, Kan•n •
City, Mo.

11.&.RRY--Wrtte fer blir new dlreetery with
· photo • an• 4e11er!ptlana. Y'rM. National
Al'enc:,, Dept. .A. HIICI. lta. JI., K-••

Cit:,.

Vo.

011:T A l!IW'Bll:TJIJll,UIT.

Ylxell11J1J'l! J1tter1.

Write •• anclolllnir etamp. TioJet Ra:,,
Dennl • on. Olllo.
IIAR'IIV- Lonel:, Heart •, Join our <"lnb. we
llav11 a comp1111lon fer you, many wol'tlll
tram 11!.ooe te tl!0,008. DHel'i11tlen•• phete,,
lnf:roductlon• fl'ff. fiend 110 mon•:,. Bt- • 4• ro! Cor Club, Or11y11lalte. nt.
PRETTY GIRLIE. weRlthy, hut oh 8.0 !enesome. League, Box 39, Ox.ford, Fla.
&WEETHJCARTI tor ever:,'lled:,.

HELP WANTED
DE'.l'ECTIVES needed everywhere.

I

l!ltainpad

enTelope• tor propo• al.
The Lil:, Clu"9.
l!tntlon H. Cleveland. Ohio.

CHARMING YOUNG WIDOW worth $38,·
000.00, lonely, will m a rry. (E.-a) D -1022,

Wichita. K a n sas.

DETECTIVE8

NEEDED

JCVERTWHERE.

Worlr home or tr11TelL.expe.rlPn~ nn•-·
ear:,. Write George H. Wagner, former
GOYt. Detective, toes Broadway, N. T.

PERSONAL
AM TOtl LONE8OJ(Ef Write Bett:, Lee,
Inc., Rox 820 City Hall Station, New York
City. Stamp ap~p_r_ec_l_a_t_
ed_._ _ _ _ _ _ __
J.ONELT BEAltTl- 1 ban a eweetbeart for
:,,ou. ExchanJCe letters : rn11ke 11ew friend • .
Bfflclent. eonlldentlal alld dltrnlfted ~enlc•.
Member• everywhere. JllTa Moore, Box 008,
J ack • onTIUe. Florida.

SONGWRITERS"'
8END TODAY for free copy Wi;Jter'•

DI•

«e • t: tell • how to write and • ell • hart
1torie•, photopla:,•, poem •, aonsa. Writer'•
Dtce• t. Q.2!, JC. 12th at.. ClnetnnatS.

MISCELLANEOUS
FOR A DIME (coin) I wlll tell the day o! th._
Wt'ek fo r a ny da te for the Inst 400 yeara.1

G. E. Hayes, Box 15_7, New berry, S. C,

TOBACCO OR S N UFF HABIT OURED
- OB
no pay. $1.50 it cnred. Remedy een t o~

tr ial.

Su pcrba Co., N4, B altimor e, Mar yland. !

IM-PLE

Blackheads-Acne Eruptions

Now Are Easily Removed at Home at a Small Cost!

Banish those unalghtly blemlahea easily and quickly
by using ..CLEAR-TONE"-• simple home treatment that baa cured chronla caee• of long years
atanding. Uae like toilet water. Leavea the skin
clear, smooth and without a blemish. Has made
man:, friend• with men. women and children.
Elegant for men after •having. If you have

Plrnplee, Blacldreads• Acne Eruption• on the
face or body, Barbers Itch, Eczema. Enlarged
Poree1 Olly or Shiny Srdn-never mind how
bad-"CLllAR•TONll" ~ cored ~he wore~ cases I ever

ln':r~.\:':;,

~::,~-!t.;

~:~ii.!':!°.J":.":e~~~~.~•
•~~
succeeded wlth"CU!AR-TONE"afterfallingwlthevtor7thing else.
Senti DIIIM toila:, for FREE Booklet, "A CLEAR-TONE SKIN," telling bow I
eared m:,aelf after belntr afflicted for 16 ,..... And I know ever:, embarrassment
1tho;.
•
CASH :5AYS I CAN

r r , 9 i ~ i00:.i;u:..
rrR1
j
,C,IC,
•

E. S. GIVENS

I

~11:CO:il;~~D- Lt~:::af~LD

188 Chemical Buildinc

KANSAS ClTY, MO.

OUR TEN-CENT. HAND BOOKS

WILD WEST .WEEKLY

1useful, Instructive, and Amusin~. They contaha
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.

LATEST ISSUES
1157 Young Wild West and the Range Boss; or, Crooked

Work at the Sleepy J.
and the Mexican Deadshot; or, The Shootlns
Match On the Border.
1160 " at Hard Luck: or, Arletta and the Stream of
Gold.
ll61 •• Defendtnr a Ranch; or, Besieged by Cattle
No 1 NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM ~D DREAM
Rustlers.
B00K,_:Conta1ning the great oracle •of h
an· destiny: 1162 " and the Miner's Trap; or, .Arletta's Great Shot.
also the true meaning of almost any k nd of dreama1 1163 "
at Ace High Fair: or, The Liveliest Time on
together with cbacms, ceremonies and curious games or
Record.
.
1164 " Risky Ride; <>r, Arletta and the Gulch Gang.
cu;.!8• 2 HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great book ot' 1165 " Buckskin Band: or, The Sheriff's
Big Mistake.
magic nnd card tricks, containing full Instructions on 1168 " DoublP. Triumph: or, Arletta Saving the
all leadini:- card tricks of the day, nlso the most popular
1167 " and "Cowboy Jack": or, Spoiling a Ranch Ra.lei.
magical inusions as performed by our lending mngt- 1168 " Only Chance: or, Arletta's Quick Throw.
c!n ns • every boy should obtain a copy of this book.
1169 " De•pernte Charge; or, The Shot That Beat th•
Redskins.
No.• s. HOW TO FLIRT, -The arts and wiles of
flirtation nre fully explained by this Utt.le book. Be- 1170 • at Gild Dust Flat: or, Arietta and the Secret
sides the various methods of handkerchief, fan, gloTe,
Band
parasol window and hat flirtation, it contains a full list 1171 " in Danger; or, Helpln,r the Trapped Cavalryof· the ianguage and sentiment of flowers.
men.
No 4 HOW TO DANCE ls the tltle of this llttle book. 1172 " and the Dutchman's Claim: or, .Arletta De• fendtn11: Her Life.
It co'nt~lns full Instructions In the art of dancing, et!•
<1uPtt<" In
ballroom and at parties, how to dress, and 1173 " Taming the Cowpunchera; or, The Hard Crowd
of Bull Tall Ranch.
fnll directions for calling off In all popular squni;e
1174 " After the "Vultures": or, Arletta and tire
i!Rnces.
id
Band
t
of Ten.
N
~
HOW TO MAKE LOVE-A complete gu e o
°· ~urtshlp and marriage, giving sensible advice, 1175 " Calling the Two Gun Man; or, Saving a Sher•
llf's Life.
1o1es c nd .-Uquette to be obsen,i:_d, with many curloua
1176 " and the Boy Ranchero; or, Helping a Tender~~d i~tereiittng things noi- generally kno"'·n.
foot to Success.
N
8 HOW TO BECOl\lJC AN ATHLETE.-Glvlng
11'1'T " and "Ginger Jake"; or The Boss of Gimlet
0
ii
instructlons for the use of dumbells, Indian cblu,,b,
Gulch.
fu
horizontal bnrs and various other met O R 1178 " aige t~!d;k~~;~aw Chief: or, Arietta
Defytns
a good, healthy muscle; containing onr
1119 " Defying nn Ambush; .or, Arletta Lending the
sixty lllus,:;g~n,:. 0 KEEP BtRD8.-H11ndMmel:v musCavalry.
,
No. 'J. d nutRlnlng full ln..,.ructlon" for the man11ge• 1180 " Save<i Bv a Signal: or, Arletta and the Vanisha~d -tr~tnln of the canary, mocklngbltd, bobolink.
ing Light.
bln~khlrd. 1m•nm1Pt. rrnnnt. f'tC,
1181 " Double Suhlfle: or. The Celenratlon at Buck•
"UIST
BOW TO BECOIIIE A VENTRILO,..
.horn Ranch.
No.
Kennedy. Every lnte!11gent boy reading this 1182 " . CJlo\~rng a Chief; or, Arletta As .a CavalrJ'
By
fnstructloM can mnster the art, and creatP an{
~~~u:t ot fun for himself nnd frlcnd11. It ts the grea • 1183 " and the Lone Cabin: or, The Raiders of t·he
Gorge.
t book ever p11hllshed.
es
HOW TO BOX.-The art of ~elf-de.tense made
1184 " TLft~~ed In a Canyon; or, Arletta's Swing For
10
No. • ntalnlng over thirty lllustratlons of g.1ards,
easy.
th dltferPnt. positions of a good bo:rer. Enry 1185 " At A Redskin Pow-Wow; or, Doomed To Dle
At The Stake
blows an ld ~btaln one of these useful and Instructive
boy shou it will teach you to · box without an tn- 1186 " and the Doomed Mine; or, Arietta•s Life at
books. as
Stake. ·
·
structor.
• w TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-~ most 1187 " Racing For a Ranch; or, Spitfire On His Mettle.
N°- 1 1ft't?e book, containing full directions for writ• 1188 " Marked By Mexicans; or, Arletta and the Senor.
1180 " and the "Silver Kid," or, The Dandy of the
comp1e el tters and when to use them, giving specimen
ing Jove· e
Gulc)l.
•
Id
letters for
;od WRITE LE'QERS TO LADIES. 1190 " and the Yellow Bull: or, Arletta's Daring Es•
N~-. 12 ·
lete instructions for wrltl.ng letters to
cape.
~
-G,vmg alcolmspubjects. also letters of Introduction, notes 1191 " Surrounded By Dentht or, The Seven Sticks ot
ladies on
•
Dynamite.
.
and re!J.Ue~~w TO DO IT; Or, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE. ll!l2 :• Staklug a Clnlm; or. Arietta On Gunrd.
11'a great life secret,
0
11!!3
'
Greaser
·
Chase:
~r.
The
Outlaws
and
of the Borde'r.
one
thhat
every
Jo,1ng
1 I
t know about There's app 1ness
1194 " Swinging a Lariat: or, Arietta and the Wlld
.
man des rei'iow TO !IIAKE. CANDY.-A complete hand•
Horses.
b~t
making all kinds of candy, lee-cream, syrups, 1195 " Booming a Camp; or, The Shot that Opened a
Gold Mine.
essences, -etc.
TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One of 1196 " and the "Busted" Mining Co.mp; or Arletta
as an Auctioneer.
thNebri~tte:oa~d most valuable little bookshevertgtb~n
1d Everybodv wishes to know ow o
• 1197 " Ousting the Outlaws; or, The Clean Up At
Fancy .F lat.
~~,;~\:_~rtlt{,1. hotb mn'l e and female. The secret l.s
the Treasure ot the Lake; or, Hop Wah'&
slmn1~ nnd n1mMt coT•otles::;NTERTAIN AN EVENl'l(G 1198 " and
Magic Trick.
No 20 ·
HOW
PARTY,_:_A most complete compendium of games. spor ts,
U99 " Bossing A Cattle Ranch; or, Arietta Cornered
card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable for parBy Rustlers.
lor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more 1200 " Trapping the Redskins; or, The Last Raid of
Crazy
to~ the onu:1~a~iu)l:~~f.J~bl~i~Al\lS.- Thls little 1201 " a~1d /heITorse.
Cave Gang: or, Arietta's Desperate
~' glv.es the explanation to all kinds of dreams, to•
0
000
1202 " Lost In the Rockies; or, The Luck a Grizzly
rether with lucky and unlucky days.
•
N
24 HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLE•
Brought.
o ; : -Contal nlug full directions ft>r writing to gentle• 1203 " Elected a Chief: or, Arletta and the Papoose.
1204 " and "Stinger Jack": or, The ~ alufl' That
nen on all su hjects.
No 21> HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.-ContalnWouldn't Worlc.
:ng £un dlr~ctlons tor all kinds of gymnastic sports and
1205 " and the Tricky Trapper; or, Arletta After Big
itbeltlc exerrlsea. Embracing thirty-five 111nstrations.
Game.
1206 . " Giving It Straight; or, The Worst Camp of Al!,.
ly Profe•sor W. Macdonald.
J!'or sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any
For sale by all newsdeare-rs, or will be sent to any ad•
address on receipt of price, 10c. per copy,
dress on receipt of price, Sc. per copy, In money
ln money or stamps, by
or postaire stamps by
1159
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HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
New York Cit1.
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